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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern liquid rocket engines using common propellants such as oxygen, hydrogen,
kerosene, and others have achieved engine performance approaching the theoretical
values for these propellants. The RS-25, for example, has achieved 99.6% combustion
eﬃciency [1]. As such, the performance of liquid rocket engines has plateaued as seen
in Figure 1.1. This ﬁgure graphs the performance (measured in vacuum speciﬁc impulse) of the major liquid oxygen (LOX)- liquid hydrogen (LH2) and LOX - kerosene
(RP) engines from the past 60 years and shows that, after the mid 1960’s, engine
performance has remained relatively constant. In an eﬀort to overcome this stagnation in performance, rotational detonation engines (RDEs) have been proposed as an
alternative engine cycle to the conventional constant pressure combustion engine.

Fig. 1.1.: Ideal engine performance vs. year
Unlike conventional liquid rocket engines where propellants undergo constant pressure deﬂagration in a large cylindrical chamber, propellants in an RDE are injected
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into an annular chamber where they are then consumed by one or more detonation
waves traveling around the annulus.

Fig. 1.2.: RDE ﬂow ﬁeld [2]
As seen in Figure 1.2, the ﬂow ﬁeld in an RDE consists of several diﬀerent time
dependent phenomena: detonation wave propagation, oblique shock propagation, reactant injection, and parasitic deﬂagration. Propelled by the heat release behind the
shock, the detonation wave propagates around the annulus near the injection plane.
While Figure 1.2 depicts the wave positioned at the injection plane, changes in the
properties of the incoming propellant including the degree to which the reactants are
mixed may force the detonation further down the annulus. In addition to the detonation wave, an attached oblique shock forms and propagates with the detonation
wave. Images captured through experimentation have shown this oblique shock to be
curved with the severity of the curvature depended on the propellants [3].
Fresh propellants are injected at the head end of the annulus where they collect
until the arrival of the detonation wave. The maximum penetration of these propellants (the ﬁll height) occurs just prior to the detonation wave arrival and determines
the height of the detonation wave. After combustion occurs, the high pressures behind
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the detonation wave alter the injection dynamics in one of three ways: reducing the
injection ﬂow rate, stagnating the ﬂow in the injectors, or temporarily back ﬂowing
the injectors depending on the upstream feed conditions of the engine.
In addition to the detonation wave, combustion can occur in the annulus in the
form of parasitic deﬂagration along the contact surface between reactants and product
gases from a previous detonation. As the hot products mix into the fresh reactants,
the temperature rises in the unreacted propellant. Depending on the reactant combination and the degree to which the reactants and products mix, there is the potential
for the temperature of the mixture to rise enough for chemical reactions to occur.
This parasitic deﬂagration is highly undesirable as in reduces the amount of propellant combusted in the detonation itself.
Utilizing detonative combustion presents several potential beneﬁts over the deﬂagrative combustion of conventional rocket engine cycles. By operating in this mode,
more work can theoretically be extracted from an RDE when compared with a constant pressure combustor, as RDEs sustain higher peak and mass averaged pressures.
The additional work potential available to the RDE cycle is shown in the P-V diagram
in Figure 1.3. A detonation heat addition cycle delivers more net area when compared to a constant pressure heat addition cycle, thus suggesting a potential increase
in work done by the high pressures behind the detonation. Additionally, experiments
conducted at Purdue University by Stechmann [4] show that RDEs, even at the currently low technical readiness level (TRL), can operate at a power density that is one
order of magnitude higher than a conventional combustor as the required propellant
residence time is much smaller for a detonative combustion cycle.
While RDEs present many beneﬁts, they also present many design and simulation
challenges. RDEs exhibit highly complex, inherently transient ﬂow ﬁelds. Not only
do pressure, temperature, and velocity proﬁles change as the detonation waves move
through the annulus, but experiments have shown wave bifurcation, wave slapping
modes, and alterations in wave direction during the course of a given test. The
topology of the wave itself can also change rapidly in response to the dynamic behavior
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Fig. 1.3.: P-V diagram comparing a detonation cycle and Brayton cycle [4]
of the injection system. Each of these phenomena alter the operation of the engine
in ways that are not yet fully understood.
Due to the complexity of the unsteady combustion and ﬂuid dynamics present in
RDEs, the majority of RDE engine modeling is both a limit cycle conditions and two
or three dimensional. However, even these works are limited and unsteady modeling
works even more so.
In 2008, Davidenko, Gökalp, and Kudryavtsev conducted a two dimensional parametric CFD study of RDEs [5]. This particular study consisted of nine simulations
analyzing the eﬀects of varying annulus length, injection relative area, and injection
pressure on the overall annulus ﬂow structure. Results suggested that total injection
pressure and average wall pressure vary linearly with the injection mass ﬂux. It was
found that as injection mass ﬂux is increased, the wave speed increases and the reactant ﬁll height decreases proportionally with the decreased cycle time. The authors
also noted that all detonations in this study propagated at the Chapman-Jouguet
(CJ) detonation speed and parasitic deﬂagration was neglected. As such, the cases
analyzed in this study were steady state, ideal RDE cases and neglected the eﬀects of
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injector dynamics and wave speed changes that have been identiﬁed in experimental
campaigns.
Three years later, Nordeen et al. [6,7] developed a modiﬁed two dimensional model
for studying the thermodynamic cycle of an RDE. This model modiﬁes the traditional one dimensional detonation modeling approach of Zeldovich, von Neumann,
and Döring (ZND model) by introducing velocity triangles and additional enthalpy
conservation equations in order to achieve a two dimensional model for detonations.
This model addresses the steady state operation and performance of RDEs, but does
not include the eﬀects of parasitic deﬂagration. However, model results proved to
correlate well with experimental work conducted by the same group.
In 2014, Paxson developed a simpliﬁed two dimensional CFD model [2] using
calorically perfect gases, simpliﬁed heat release logic and a highly coarse mesh size.
While these simpliﬁcations led to low resolution in the detonation structure and
limited accuracy near the detonation wave itself, this model was able to predict overall
engine performance within 5% of values in published literature for a steady state ﬂow
ﬁeld.
In 2017, Fievisohn developed a steady state ideal RDE model using the method of
characteristics and the detonation jump condition relations [8]. This model was able
to approximate a CFD solution with similar inﬂow conditions with a few percent in
Isp , thrust, and mass ﬂow rate.
Each of the previously mentioned RDE models simulate a steady state ﬂow solution. While important to understand, a forced steady state ﬂow model neglects
unsteady changes in ﬂow conditions that may lead to bifurcation, changes in wave
speed or strength, and other phenomena. As such, these steady state models are of
limited use in determining the performance trends of a physical engine over a range of
boundary inlet conditions and geometries as the unsteady ﬂow conditions present in
the engine may change over that range resulting in signiﬁcant changes in the overall
ﬂow structure.
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The only example in published literature of a model dedicated to unsteady RDE
behavior is the model developed by Wang [9]. This Fluent simulation showed that
disruption in the height of the detonation wave due to a sharp decrease in ﬁll height
resulted in pressure oscillations at the injector face (Figure 1.4). These oscillations
resulted in a non-uniform distribution of fresh reactants near the injector face and
incited the development of an additional two detonation waves in the annulus. These
waves stabilized and resulted in a drastically diﬀerent ﬂow ﬁeld than the conditions
before the disruption.

Fig. 1.4.: Pressure proﬁle history of detonation wave bifurcation [9]
While this study introduces an interesting mechanism for developing multiple
waves, the initial condition that caused the unsteady behavior is highly unlikely in
a physical engine. The model was initialized with a detonation height of the length
of the annulus. However, the ﬁll height based on the constant mass ﬂow rate inlet
condition was a very small fraction of the annulus length. Thus the eﬀects of the
detonation wave failing in a large percentage of the annulus and the formation of
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the full detonation wave structure complete with oblique shock are very large. While
these large pressure oscillations resulted in the conditions necessary for multiple waves
to form in the model, it is unclear if the mismatches in detonation height and ﬁll
height possible in a physical engine could result in the level of disruption necessary to
form multiple waves or if coupling with other phenomena such as injection dynamics
would be required. While this test set was limited to three cases and a single type
of instability, it demonstrates the signiﬁcant changes in ﬂow ﬁeld structure that may
occur once instabilities are introduced.
Ultimately, topological changes in wave structure must be understood by the
RDE community as these changes aﬀect not only performance, but also chamber
heating loads. As wave bifurcations occur, the wave height is correspondingly reduced
and a larger fraction of the chamber length is exposed to the hottest combustion
gases. These factors serve as a prime motivation for the present work. As such, how
engine operation and performance changes for a given inlet condition and geometric
conﬁguration when ﬂow non-idealities are present in the ﬂow ﬁeld.
The model developed through this study is intended to address the need for a nonsteady state engine model with short computational times ideal for large parametric
studies. This model forgoes the high resolution within the detonation wave itself
that has been achieved by many of the two dimensional models in the published
literature in order to eﬀectively and eﬃciently model global engine non-steady state
ﬂow characteristics and ultimately address overall engine operability.
In Chapter 2 the model concept and formulation are described in detail including all assumptions and rationales. Additionally, the model veriﬁcation results are
presented and analyzed and several of the operational limitations of this model are addressed. The general behaviors of the model and the results of a baseline RDE case
are presented in Chapter 3. Finally, conclusions and recommendations for further
work are discussed in Chapter 4.
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2. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
The model developed in this study is a quasi-one dimensional coupling of one dimensional azimuthal CFD with axial lumped parameter code. The azimuthal CFD
calculates the progression of the detonation wave around the annulus. The axial
lumped parameter code approximates the axial response of the gas in the annulus
to the detonation wave passage and introduces non-steady state phenomena such as
changes in propellant mixing upstream of the detonation and injector response.
The model domain consists of a series of axial slices of the engine, called model
elements, with a repeating boundary to link the ends of the domain. Figure 2.1 shows
a simpliﬁed graphic of this domain.

Fig. 2.1.: Model simpliﬁed domain diagram
In order to reduce the three dimensional physics of an RDE to quasi-one dimensional, simplifying assumptions were made with regards to the radial and azimuthal
dynamics in the engine. It was assumed that the thickness of the annulus was suf-
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ﬁciently small and the radius of curvature of the annulus was suﬃciently large that
ﬂow variation in the radial direction was small and could be well approximated by
the ﬂow average properties. This approach has been employed by numerous RDE
researchers and removes the need to model radial dynamics.
The azimuthal dynamics, however, could not be simpliﬁed to such an extent.
While global analyses of RDEs require that the ﬂow contain no net swirl when exiting
the annulus if it did not enter with swirl, it has been shown computationally that
RDE ﬂow ﬁelds contain some level of local swirl throughout the annulus (see Figure
2.2). The locations of the most severe azimuthal momentum changes occur near the
detonation wave, at the boundary between the fresh reactants and the product gases,
and across the oblique shock.

Fig. 2.2.: Laboratory ﬁxed frame RDE pathlines [6]
However, accounting for this local swirl requires a minimum of a two dimensional
domain. To eliminate this requirement, an assumption was made that the swirl in
the ﬂow upstream and downstream of the axial locations directly aﬀected by the
detonation region can be neglected. In holding with this assumption ﬂow upstream
of the detonation is injected axially into the annulus with no azimuthal velocities.
The azimuthal velocity at the detonation axial distance is accounted for by utilizing
azimuthal CFD. By doing so, the model can approximate local swirl associated with
the detonation wave and the boundary between fresh reactants and product gases.
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While the ﬂow downstream of the detonation has local swirl, the propellants leave
the annulus with no net swirl and have therefore been assumed to be axial as an
approximate average.
A second simplifying assumption was that the eﬀects of the oblique shock (see
Figures 1.2 and 2.2) can be neglected. In a physical RDE, the oblique shock resolves
the discrepancies in pressure and velocity between the newly produced product gases
behind the detonation wave and the product gases remaining in the annulus from the
previous detonation wave passage.
As the ﬂow downstream of the detonation was assumed to be purely axial, it
was not necessary to implement the oblique shock calculations in order to turn the
ﬂow and meet the ﬂow velocity constraints. Also, due to the fact that the oblique
shock is interacting with high sound speed product gases, the overall Mach number
is substantially lower than that of the main detonation wave, typically between 2-2.5.
Oblique shocks at these Mach numbers generate relatively minor losses in stagnation
pressure and neglecting these losses does not change the overall engine performance
trends which are the primary purpose of this model.
Based on these assumptions, each model element in the domain can be modeled
similarly to a pulse detonation engine with each pulse corresponding to the passage of
the detonation wave. In order to capture this axial response, each element is further
broken down into four constant volume regions as seen in Figure 2.3. Each element
consists of a single cell in the azimuthal CFD domain (the detonation region) and three
lumped parameter regions: the manifold, the mixing region to account for unmixed
propellant upstream of the detonation, and the product gas region to account for the
length of the combustor beyond that of the propellant ﬁll height.
During each cycle, a model element may undergo up to four diﬀerent primary
processes. Figure 2.4 outlines a typical progression of these processes. The cycle
starts with the arrival of the detonation wave (Detonation Wave Arrives). The high
pressure in the detonation region forces mass ﬂow from the detonation region into the
mixing and product gas regions causing the pressure and temperature in those regions
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Fig. 2.3.: Model element diagram
to rise (Expansion to Equilibrium). Depending on the pressure diﬀerential between
the mixing region and the manifold, injection may halt. Pressure in the detonation
region will drop until it falls below that of the mixing region and propellant will
begin to ﬂow from the mixing region into the detonation region once again eventually
leading to fresh propellants ﬁlling the mixing and detonation regions (Mixing Region
Recovery). Pressure in all regions will continue to decrease as ﬂow is exhausted out
of the annulus. If injection had stopped, when the pressure in the mixing region
drops below that of the manifold, injection resumes (Injector Recovery). It should be
noted that Mixing Region Recovery and Injector Recovery occur naturally depending
on relative pressure levels in various domains and can occur at any point after the
detonation wave passes.
Figure 2.5 diagrams a model element with each region’s variables deﬁned. Each
region tracks pressure, temperature, and species while the detonation region tracks
azimuthal velocity as well. Flow into and out of each region is also tracked.
The three lumped parameter regions (manifold, mixing region, product gas region) are considered to be uniform in space with regards pressure, temperature, and
composition. No ﬂuid velocities are tracked for these regions and all computations
involving these regions are conducted using total properties.
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Fig. 2.4.: Model element processes

Fig. 2.5.: Model element control volume diagram
The manifold consists of a premixed ﬂuid reservoir and is currently assumed to be
a suﬃciently large reservoir such that dynamics in the engine and injection system
do not aﬀect the bulk conditions of the manifold. The manifold allows for timedependent pressure and temperature values; however, during model development,
these values were assumed to be constant. This is a limitation of the model as
experimental work has shown that a manifold on an RDE contains several frequencies
of pressure disturbances that are a result of engine operation. In work conducted by
Stechmann [4], these pressure disturbances have been shown to have amplitudes as
high as double the nominal manifold pressure. As such, these disturbances would
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aﬀect propellant injection. For simplicity through initial model development, these
disturbances have been neglected; however, functionality within the model will allow
for their inclusion in a future version.
The manifold interacts with the annulus by way of a non-backﬂowing isentropic
injector connected to the mixing region. The mixing region simulates the length of
engine required to mix incoming propellants in a physical engine as well as the side
relief experienced by the detonation wave as it propagates oﬀ of the injector face. For
gaseous propellants this mixing region is expected to be small; however, this model
is intended to be expanded in future versions to include liquid propellants for whom
the mixing region would be much larger. The mixing region in this model contains all
fresh propellants that are considered ”unmixed” and therefore unable to detonate as
well as any product gases forced upstream by the passage of the detonation wave. The
model also assumes that ﬂow is purely axial and therefore adjacent mixing regions do
not interact.
The inclusion of the product gas region accounts for the decrease in ﬂuid pressure and temperature as the high temperature, high pressure gases produced by the
detonation expand through the engine. Thus the product gas region pressure and
temperature more accurately reﬂect the ﬂuid conditions exiting the annulus than the
ﬂuid properties produced local to the detonation wave.
The detonation region contains all fresh propellant considered detonable as well as
product gases from detonation wave passage and makes up one cell in the azimuthal
CFD domain. This region utilizes the Purdue CFD code GEMS (Generalized Equation and Mesh Solver) with source and sink terms introduced by the surrounding
lumped parameter regions (see Section 2.1.1).
Table 2.1 summarizes the purpose and type of each region contained in a model
element. This table also summarizes the primary assumptions made in each region.
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Table 2.1.: Model Assumptions
Component

Assumptions
input to model

Manifold Region
arbitrary time-dependent propellant characteristics
non-backﬂowing
Injector

gaseous
uniform, premixed propellant mixture
contains undetonable/combustable propellants
adjacent mixing regions do not interact

Mixing Region
pressure/temperature responds to adjacent axial regions
sources: manifold region, detonation region
contains all detonable/combustable propellants
adjacent cells are highly coupled (requires CFD)
Detonation Region
source: mixing region
sinks: mixing region, product gas region
contains product gas from detonation wave passages
adjacent product gas regions do not interact
Product Gas Region

pressure/temperature response due to wave passage
source: detonation region
sink: ambient conditions

2.1

Model Theory
The model is divided into two primary domains: CFD and lumped parameter.

Both domains function separately with input parameters passed between the two
(see Figure 2.6).
Each time step the model progresses through 7 primary steps.
1. The CFD domain uses the previous time step data to compute the chemical
reaction source term for each detonation region.
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Fig. 2.6.: Simpliﬁed model architecture
2. The CFD domain passes the previous time step solution for pressure, temperature, and species mass fraction for each detonation region to the lumped
parameter domain.
3. The lumped parameter domain calculates the mass ﬂow rates between each
region for every model element and determines the pressure, temperature, and
species mass fraction associated with each ﬂow rate.
4. The lumped parameter domain calculates the pressure, temperature, and species
mass fractions for all mixing and product gas regions after mass is removed or
added for the current time step.
5. The lumped parameter domain passes the calculated mass ﬂow rates, pressure,
temperatures, and species mass fractions associated with ﬂow into and out of
the detonation regions to the CFD domain.
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6. The CFD domain uses the lumped parameter domain outputs to calculate the
source/sink terms associated with axial ﬂow into and out of each detonation
region.
7. The CFD domain calculates the new pressures, temperatures, and species mass
fractions for each detonation region.
The following subsections provide the equations used by both domains of the code
to complete each of these steps.

2.1.1

CFD Domain Governing Equations

The CFD code used in this model is GEMS, a CFD code developed at Purdue
University. This code combines calculations of ﬂuid dynamics with ﬁnite rate chemical
kinetics. GEMS has been used extensively for modeling combustion instabilities and
detonation waves and was selected as the most viable base for the overall RDE model.
GEMS has been extensively veriﬁed and validated in the detonation and deﬂagration
regimes [10, 11].
GEMS solves the quasi-one dimensional unsteady Euler equations for a mixture
of species (Equations 2.1 - 2.2) with up to second order resolution spatially and
temporally.
Q
E
+
=S+D
(2.1)
t
x
In this equation, Q represents the vector of variables to be conserved (mass, momentum, energy, and species), E represents the inviscid ﬂux terms, S represents the
non-chemistry source/sink terms and D represents the chemistry source terms.
⎛

⎞
ρ

⎛

⎞
ρu

⎛

ṁm − ṁp

⎞

⎛

⎞
0

⎜ ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ 2
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ ρu ⎟
⎜ρu + p⎟
⎜ (ṁm − ṁp )u ⎟
⎜ 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
Q = ⎜ ⎟,E = ⎜
⎟,S = ⎜
⎟,D = ⎜
⎟
⎜ ṁm em − ṁp ep ⎟
⎜ 0 ⎟
⎜ ρe ⎟
⎜ ρuh0 ⎟
⎝
⎝
⎝
⎝
ρYi
ρuYi
ṁm Ym,i − ṁp Ym,i
ω̇react,i

(2.2)
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Equation 2.2 breaks down each vector in the primary conservation equation with
the following ﬂow properties: ρ - density, u - azimuthal velocity, e - internal energy,
Yi - mass fraction of species “i”, p - pressure, h0 - enthalpy, ṁx - mass ﬂow rate across
interface “x”, and ω̇react,i - chemical reaction species source term for species “i”.
Combustion dynamics modeling in a 1-D setting typically relies on transfer functions for the heat release magnitude and phase diﬀerence, therefore neglecting the
impact of ﬁnite rate chemistry. In such cases this assumption is justiﬁable due to
primarily unidirectional coupling. However, in detonations, the shock is driven by
heat release and hence it is important to capture the chemical kinetics eﬀects.
The chemistry model used in this application is a zero dimensional, fully implicit
solver capable of handling stiﬀ chemistry using adaptive time stepping. The reaction
set used was a single step, four species reaction including CH4 , O2 , CO2 , and H2 O.
It has second order accuracy in time and has been validated against other chemical
kinetics solvers such as Chemkin. For speciﬁcs on the development and validation of
this chemical kinetics model see Reference [12].
For the purpose of this model, the solver assumes constant volume combustion
(constant v, h). This assumption is justiﬁable as the time step used in the computation is smaller than the ﬂuid dynamics and acoustics time scales.
To simplify the computation, the chemistry is modeled as a four species, single
step reaction in a constant volume, homogeneous reactor. This type of reactor is
deﬁned by the conservation of energy and atomic species. Equations 2.3-2.4 deﬁne
the conservation of speciﬁc energy and the state equation used to close the system
where ρ is the detonation region density, e is the internal energy, p is the pressure,
and T is the temperature.
ρe
=0
t
e = h(p, T ) −

p
ρ(p, T )

(2.3)

(2.4)
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Equation 2.5 deﬁnes the production rate of species “i” where Yi is the mass fraction
of species “i” and ẇi is the production/consumption rate for species “i”.
ρYi
= ẇi
t

(2.5)

The species forward reaction rate (Kf ) is deﬁned by Equation 2.6 where B and b
are species speciﬁc constants and Ea is the activation energy.
−Ea

Kf = BT b e Ru T

(2.6)

The progress of a reaction k is tracked by Equation 2.7 where χ is the species
concentration and ν is the forward stoichiometric coeﬃcient of the “i”th species.
NRR is the net reaction rate for the reaction. In this instance, the net reaction rate
is equal to the forward reaction progress as the model has been simpliﬁed to one step
chemistry and no backwards reactions are permitted.
ν

[N RR]i = qprog,f −k,i = Kf,i

[χ]i ik

(2.7)

i

The individual species source term is deﬁned in Equation 2.8 where M is the is
the molar mass of species “i”.

ẇi = νi [N RR]i [Mi ]

2.1.2

(2.8)

Lumped Parameter Domain Governing Equations

As mentioned previously, changes in state in the regions within the lumped parameter domain of the code (mixing and product gas regions) are driven by the mass
ﬂow across the interfaces between regions in each model element.
Each region within the model element connects axially using adiabatic, reversible,
isentropic interfaces. These interfaces are modeled as inﬁnitely thin, ideal oriﬁces with
the mass ﬂow rates between regions determined by the pressure diﬀerential across the
interfaces.
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In order to determine the mass ﬂow rate across an interface, it is ﬁrst necessary
to determine the Mach number of the ﬂow exiting the upstream region. Based on
isentropic relations, Equation 2.9 determines the Mach number through the interface
required to achieve the pressure ratio between the two adjoining regions

Pdown
Pup

.

Note, the subscript “up” refers to the region of higher pressure and the subscript
“down” refers to the region of lower pressure.

Mint =

Pdown −
Pup

(γup −1)
γup

−1

2
γup − 1

(2.9)

The interface is assumed to have a constant area, therefore the ﬂow exiting the
interface can have a maximum Mach number of 1.0. If the calculated Mach number is
greater than 1.0, the ﬂow is assumed to be sonic and entering the downstream region
at a higher pressure than is currently in the downstream region pressure.
Using the determined Mach number, the static density of the ﬂuid as it travels
through the interface is determined using the respective isentropic relation (Equation
2.10).

ρint = ρup

γup − 1 2
1+
Mint
2

1
up −1

−γ

(2.10)

Based on these isentropic propellant properties, the mass ﬂow rate through the
injector is then calculated using Equation 2.11. As the boundary between the mixing,
detonation, and product gas regions are uninhibited, the area used for the mass ﬂow
rate calculations is the cross sectional area of the model element.

ṁint = ρint Aint aup Mint

(2.11)

The interface between the manifold and the mixing regions was modiﬁed slightly
from this generic interface as it is considered to have discrete injector locations. In
this case, the area for mass ﬂow calculations is taken to be the injector cross sectional
area. The mass ﬂow is then equally distributed to a number of cells around the
injector equal to the number of model elements divided by the number of injectors.
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Once the mass ﬂow rates across the interfaces are known, the new states within
the element mixing and product gas regions can be calculated. Equations 2.12-2.19
are the governing equations for the mixing region.
As the mass ﬂow rate through the injector and across the interface between the
mixing and detonation regions is known, the mass and composition in the mixing
region at the next time step can be calculated using conservation of mass (Equation
2.12). Note that the subscript “inj” refers to properties of the propellant entering
through the injector interface, “m” refers to properties within the mixing region,
“d” refers to properties within the detonation region and “y1 ” refers to properties
of the propellant entering or exiting through the interface between the mixing and
detonation regions located at a distance y1 from the injector face. A subscript of “i-1”
refers to values at the previous time step and “i” refers to the values being calculated
for the current time step.

mm,i = mm,i−1 + ṁinj dt + ṁy1 dt

(2.12)

Equation 2.13 determines the mass fraction of species “j” when propellant is forced
back upstream by the detonation wave. Equation 2.14 is used when fresh propellants
are ﬂowing into the detonation region from the mixing region. The sign convention
for mass ﬂow rates are such that ﬂow into the detonation region is considered to be
positive and ﬂow out of the detonation region is considered to be negative for ease in
interfacing with the CFD domain of the model.

Ym,i,j =

Ym,i−1,j mm,i−1 + Yman,i−1,j ṁinj dt + Yd,i−1,j ṁy1 dt
mm,i

(2.13)

Ym,i,j =

Ym,i−1,j mm,i−1 + Yman,i−1,j ṁinj dt + Ym,i−1,j ṁy1 dt
mm,i

(2.14)

Conservation of energy is used to determine the temperature of the mixing region
at the next time step. Equation 2.15 determines the mixing region temperature when
propellants are ﬂowing from the detonation region to the mixing region. Equation
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2.16 is used when propellants are ﬂowing from the mixing region to the detonation
region.
Tm,i =

mm,i−1 Cpm,i−1 Tm,i−1 + ṁinj dt Cpman Tman,i−1 + ṁy1 dt Cpd,i−1 Td,i−1
mm,i Cpm,i

(2.15)

Tm,i =

mm,i−1 Cpm,i−1 Tm,i−1 + ṁinj dt Cpman Tman,i−1 + ṁy1 dt Cpm,i−1 Tm,i−1
mm,i Cpm,i

(2.16)

The propellants in this model are assumed to be perfect gases. Therefore, the ideal
gas law (Equation 2.18) is used to determine the pressure at the next time step where
Ru is the universal gas constant and Mm,i is the molecular weight of the mixture.
mm,i
A y1

(2.17)

ρm,i Ru Tm,i
Mm,i

(2.18)

ρm,i =

Pm,i =

The properties of the propellant in the product gas region are determined in a
similar manner as the mixing region. Equations 2.19 - 2.23 represent the governing
equations for the product gas region. Note that the subscript “out” refers to properties
of the propellant ﬂow exiting the annulus, “p” refers to properties within the product
gas region and the subscript “y2 ” refers to properties of the propellant ﬂow across
the detonation-product gas region interface located at a distance y2 from the injector
face.

mp,i = mp,i−1 + ṁout dt + ṁy2 dt

Yp,i,j =

Tp,i =

Yp,i−1,j mm,i−1 + Yp,i−1,j ṁout dt + Yd,i−1,j ṁy2 dt
mp,i

mp,i−1 Cpp,i−1 Tp,i−1 + ṁout dt Cpp Tp,i−1 + ṁy2 dt Cpd Td,i−1
mp,i Cpp,i

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)
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2.2

ρp,i =

mp,i
A (L − y2 )

(2.22)

Pp,i =

ρp,i Ru Tp,i
Mp,i

(2.23)

Model Validation
In order to determine the accuracy of the computations as well as the axial and

azimuthal dynamics captured using this model, three validation sets were run to
compare with common analytical solutions. The computations were veriﬁed with a
series of blow down cases to ensure mass and species conservation. To verify the
axial dynamics, the model was compared against a traditional blow down analysis.
To verify the azimuthal dynamics, the model was run as a shock tube and compared
against the analytical shock tube solution.

2.2.1

Conservation of Mass and Species Simulation

In order to test the model for axial mass and species conservation, the model was
run in a blow down mode with each element initialized identically so as not to include
azimuthal dynamics. Table 2.2 outlines the initial conditions for each region in the
model elements. The model was allowed to run until the species mass fractions in all
regions approached the manifold species mass fraction.
Figure 2.7 shows the mass fraction of each species in each region over the complete
run. After 1 ms, all species mass fractions approached the manifold mass fractions.
The mixing region mass fractions reached the target values after 0.3 ms due to its
relatively small volume and direct connection to the manifold. The detonation region
mass fractions reached the target values after approximately 1 ms due to the larger
volume and the injection of the initial propellant in the mixing region. At 1 ms, the
product gas region mass fractions approached the target values; however, more run
time would have been required to fully reach the target values. This additional time
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Table 2.2.: Conservation Validation Initial Conditions
% Annulus

Pressure

Temperature

Mass Fraction

Region

Length

(MPa)

(K)

CH4

O2

CO2

H2O

Manifold

-

2

300

0.08

0.32

0.50

0.10

Mixing

11%

1.5

300

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

Detonation

46%

1.5

300

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.50

Product Gas

43%

1.5

300

0.20

0.00

0.80

0.00

would be required as the product gas region was required to exhaust the ﬁnal amount
of mass from the initial conditions in the mixing and detonation regions after the
detonation region was fully reﬁlled at approximately 1 ms.
To determine if the mass of each species was conserved across the interface between
the CFD domain and the Lumped Parameter domain of the model through this
process, a simple program was developed to read in the mass, mass fraction, and
mass ﬂow rate history for this case. Using the initial mass and mass fraction for each
region, the mass ﬂow rate history was used to determine the mass of all species in
each region at every time step. These values were then compared against the mass
output from the model.
Table 2.3 summarizes the maximum percent error between the model output and
the mass ﬂow rate based post process calculations for the total mass in the region
as well as the mass of each species. Note that these errors were taken after 0.05 ms
to eliminate the large errors with species mass fractions near zero. The errors for all
regions remained below 0.50% after this time. This small level of error is a result of
the variables not being output at the full double precision utilized in the RDE model.
As such, the model is considered to fully conserve mass and species.
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Fig. 2.7.: Mass/species conservation case region mass fractions
Table 2.3.: Conservation Percent Error
Maximum Percent Error (%)

2.2.2

Region

Total

CH4

O2

CO2

H2O

Mixing

0.052

0.052

0.016

0.052

0.052

Detonation

0.014

0.26

0.19

0.024

0.040

Product Gas

0.055

0.11

0.47

0.065

0.34

Engine Blow Down Simulation

For the engine validation set, propellant injection from the manifold to the mixing
region was stopped and the model was uniformly initialized with oxygen at a constant
pressure of 1 MPa and 300K. The engine was then release to blow down to atmospheric
pressure. By uniformly initializing the engine, no azimuthal dynamics were introduced
into the detonation region and each model element response was identical.
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The analytical model the RDE model was veriﬁed against was a simple, constant
pressure reservoir exhausting to atmospheric pressure. The reservoir was of the same
dimensions as the engine with an isentropic outlet.
Both models were run with a time step of 0.1 μs and 0.01 μs. While this is not
a full time step convergence study, the results are indicative of the sensitivity of the
axial dynamics to the model time step.

Fig. 2.8.: Engine blow down pressure trace
Figure 2.8 plots the pressure traces for each run as well as the absolute pressure
diﬀerential between each model run and the validation calculations. The RDE model
pressure used for all analyses in this validation set is the pressure in the product gas
region as it most closely reﬂects the pressure output of the analytical model. As such,
there is a time delay in the detonation and mixing region response to pressure drop
in the product gas region thus causing the pressure in the product gas region to drop
more rapidly initially.
The two RDE solutions begin to diﬀer slightly after 0.1 ms. After this time,
the detonation region and mixing region have fully responded to the initial pressure
disturbance and are able to respond only to the slow pressure drop in the product
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gas region. The ﬂow in the interfaces between regions is subsonic for the duration of
the runs and thus the smaller time step case regions were able to more rapidly react
to the changes in product gas region pressure and the solution gradually approached
the analytical model. The larger time step case could not react as quickly, and the
solution overshot the analytical model.
Figure 2.9 plots the exhaust ﬂow rates for these cases as well as the mass ﬂow rate
diﬀerential between the RDE model and the analytical model results.

Fig. 2.9.: Engine blow down exhaust ﬂow rate trace
The exhaust ﬂow rate trends directly follow the product gas region pressure which
is to be expected as the mass ﬂow rate is driven by the pressure diﬀerential across
the interface. In both cases, the exhaust plane interface unchoked at approximately
0.55 ms. In the 0.01 μs case this transition from the sonic condition was smooth;
however, the 0.1 μs exhibited a sharp transition as shown in the mass ﬂow rate error
diﬀerential plot in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.10 shows the percent error in pressure and exhaust mass ﬂow rate for
both time step cases. The pressure error associated with the initial engine response
peaked at 4.4%. This remained the maximum pressure error for the 0.01 μs. The
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maximum pressure error for the 0.1 μs case was 5.5% and occurred at the end of the
run as the larger time step did not allow the engine to respond as rapidly as required
after the engine unchoked.

Fig. 2.10.: Engine blow down percent error
The mass ﬂow rate error associated with the initial engine response was 5.1%.
The 0.01 μs case remained at approximately this error for the rest of the run due to
a time shift in the mass ﬂow rate curve. The maximum run error for this case was
6.6% . The error in the 0.1 μs, however, rose to 21.9% by the end of the run. This
large error was due to a combination of the large error in the pressure ratio driving
the mass ﬂow rate and the fact that the mass ﬂow rate was approaching 0 kg/s.
Based on the results of this validation set, the model is considered to capture the
fundamental axial dynamics required by the RDE model. While the time step study
conducted in this set was not exhaustive, the 0.01 μs time step case was considered
suﬃciently accurate for use in this model. While further accuracy may be achieved
at a lower time step, the beneﬁts of the small increase in accuracy do not oﬀset the
large increase in model run time and thus 0.01 μs was selected as the time step for
this model in further work.
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2.2.3

Shock Tube Simulation

The shock tube validation case was used to determine the CFD code’s ability
to handle steep pressure and temperature gradients. For this case, the interactions
between the detonation region and the mixing and product gas regions were stopped
and the repeating boundary was replaced with walls. Figure 2.11 shows a simpliﬁed
diagram of the traditional shock tube problem with all analyzed regions labeled.

Fig. 2.11.: Shock tube model diagram
For both the RDE model and the analytical model, region 1, the driven gas, was
initialized as CO2 at 100 kPa and 300 K. Region 4, the driver gas, was initialized as
CO2 at 21 MPa and 900 K. Figure 2.12 plots the resulting pressure and temperature
proﬁles for the 500 cell case. In this ﬁgure, the shock is located at approximately 4.75
rad and the slipline is located at approximately 4.5 rad. Table 2.4 summarizes the
results of the theoretical analysis and the model test case.
The model matched the theory well in regards to all analyzed parameters. However, the temperatures and pressure ratio show a greater discrepancy. The primary
source of this discrepancy is due to the assumption in the theoretical model that the
gases are calorically perfect. The ratio of speciﬁc heats (γ) in carbon dioxide at 300 K
is 1.287. This value falls 7.8% to 1.186 at 900 K. While the theoretical model can be
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Fig. 2.12.: Shock Tube Sample Results
Table 2.4.: Shock Tube Validation Results CO2
Theoretical

Model Output

Percent Error

862

863

0.11%

T2 (K)

936

805

14%

T3 (K)

607

584

3.8%

P2
P1

17.1

16.6

7.0%

u2 , u 3

m
s

run with a diﬀerent value for γ in regions 1 and 4, the change in γ with temperature
is not reﬂected in regions 2 and 3 as the temperature ﬂuctuates. Thus the predicted
temperature in region 2 will be higher due to an over prediction of γ while the temperature in region 3 will be lower due to an under prediction of γ. The 7% error in
pressure ratio between regions 1 and 2 is a direct result of this diﬀerence in region 2
temperature.
In order to eliminate the error due to non-calorically perfect gases, the same initial
conditions were run with argon replacing the CO2 . While argon is not one of the
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species used in the RDE model, as a noble gas it is approximately calorically perfect.
This case was run twice, with two diﬀerent mesh cell numbers (500 and 1000 cells)
as a coarse mesh convergence test to determine if the coarse, less computationally
intensive mesh would be suﬃcient to capture shock propagation dynamics. Table 2.5
summarizes the results of these tests.
Table 2.5.: Shock Tube Validation Results Argon
500 Cell Mesh

1,000 Cell Mesh

Theoretical

Output

Percent Error

Output

Percent Error

717

715

0.28%

714

0.42%

T2 (K)

1,246

1,254

0.72%

1,254

0.72%

T3 (K)

299

296

1.00%

296

1.00%

P2
P1

13.10

13.04

0.45%

13.04

0.45%

u2 , u3

m
s

The error for each value of interest, except the velocities, dropped signiﬁcantly
from the CO2 case to 1% or lower for both mesh sizes. The error in the velocity
increased marginally, but remained well below 1% for both cases. As evidenced by
the low errors, both cases fully capture shock propagation and the only diﬀerence
in the two mesh size solutions was a 1

m
s

drop in velocity when the mesh size was

increased. Based on this result, the 500 cell mesh was selected for use in the full
quasi-one dimensional model as no increase in accuracy was gained by increasing the
resolution of the mesh.
Based on the results of the three validation cases, the model retains all the functionality intended based on the assumptions made. The next section discusses the
transition from these simpliﬁed and partial model cases to a full baseline RDE case.
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3. RESULTS
While the quasi-one dimensional model was easily capable of separately modeling each
primary physical phenomena: mass/species conservation, axial dynamics, and shock
propagation, challenges arose when combining all the components of the model to
develop an RDE case due to the simpliﬁcations made in model development. However,
by tailoring the initial conditions (Section 3.1.1) and geometry (Section 3.1.3) as well
as placing limiters in the code (Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) a stable baseline RDE case
was developed for further study.

3.1

Model Development Progress
This section outlines the three primary ﬂow characteristics that presented chal-

lenges when driving towards a functional RDE model: chemistry behavior, lack of
ﬂow stratiﬁcation, and mixing region dynamics.

3.1.1

Chemistry Behavior

Due to the fact that the intent of the model is to develop trends in model operability, a one step, four species chemical kinetics model was implemented instead of a
detailed kinetics model. This simpliﬁcation greatly reduces the number of computations per time step and reduces the likelihood of instability due to complex chemical
interactions. However, by limiting the number of species, the product gas properties
such as molecular weight and speciﬁc heats change. The reduced chemistry also does
not account for intermediate species or backwards reactions, thus the heat release
rate and ﬁnal temperature for the reduced chemistry are much higher than for more
detailed chemistry.
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While the model can function and produce trends with these non-physical results,
it was necessary to understand what consequences they held for model operation.
Using NASA’s Chemical Equilibrium Analysis (CEA) tool [13], a series of detonation
calculations were conducted to quantify the changes in detonation behavior with
reduced chemistry. These calculations assumed Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonations
with complete reactions, but the overall trends are indicative of trends in non-ideal
cases.
A stoichiometric case using the full CEA chemistry was run as a baseline for comparison against a series of reduced species calculations. This set of reduced species
cases contained a 4 species stoichiometric methane/oxygen reaction and a set of stoichiometric methane/oxygen reactions padded with one of three “inert” propellants:
water, argon, or stoichiometric product species. While it is not possible to match all
detonation and propellant properties by introducing inert species, the weight percentage of this inert gas was varied in order to match the detonation peak temperature
with that of the full species case. The initial conditions used for all cases were 0.5
MPa and 300 K. Table 3.1 summarizes the results of the full case, the unmodiﬁed
four species case, and the most accurate of the cases padded with inert gas.
Table 3.1.: Reduced Order Chemistry Detonation Results
Case

Full

Inert Gas

None

None

H2 O

Argon

Weight % Inert

0%

0%

40%

80%

20%

40%

g
M ( mol
)

21.6

26.7

22.4

36.3

25.7

24.9

Cp ( kgkJK )

8.07

2.53

2.66

0.88

2.47

2.42

γ

1.139

1.140

1.162

1.354

1.151

1.160

Pressure Ratio

30.72

38.66

22.87

24.61

31.49

24.41

Peak Temperature (K)

4029

6254

3765

4320

5130

4024

Wave Mach Number

6.90

7.76

6.01

6.08

7.03

6.22

4 Species
Stoichiometric
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Table 3.2 contains the percent error of the selected propellant characteristics (M molecular weight, Cp- speciﬁc heat at constant pressure, and γ- ratio of speciﬁc heats)
and detonation characteristics (detonation pressure ratio, peak detonation temperature, and detonation wave Mach number) in the reduced species cases when compared
to the full chemistry case.
Table 3.2.: Reduced Order Chemistry Detonation Error
Case

4 Species

Inert Gas

None

H2 O

Argon

Weight % Inert

0%

40%

80%

20%

40%

g
M ( mol
)

23.7%

3.8%

68.5%

19.1%

15.6%

Cp ( kgkJK )

68.6%

67.0%

89.2%

69.4%

69.9%

γ

0.1%

2.0%

18.9%

1.0%

1.8%

Pressure Ratio

25.8%

25.6%

19.9%

2.5%

20.2%

Peak Temperature (K)

55.2%

6.6%

7.2%

27.3%

0.1%

Wave Mach Number

12.4%

13.0%

11.9%

1.9%

9.8%

Stoichiometric

When compared to the full set of chemistry, a four species reaction with no added
inert gas shows signiﬁcant diﬀerences in all quantities of interest except for the ratio of
speciﬁc heats. The high peak detonation temperature is a result of including energy
release that, in a physical system, would have been taken up by the formation of
intermediate species that the single step, reduced species model does not account
for. As the high detonation temperature results from a high heat release behind the
shock and the detonation wave strength is determined by the heat release, the error in
the detonation pressure ratio and detonation wave Mach number is due to the same
phenomenon.
A large portion of the error in the ﬁnal propellant molecular weight and speciﬁc
heat is a result of removing CO and OH from the solution. At 0.5 MPa and 300 K,
the steady state solution using full chemistry results in product gas with 16.4% by
mole CO and 12.7% by mole OH. When run as a six species case (CH4 , O2 , CO2 ,
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H2 O, CO and OH) the CEA calculations showed that the error in molecular weight
decreased by 19.6% and the error or speciﬁc heat decreased by 23.6%. The remaining
error is a result of the remaining 8.6% by mole of species unaccounted for in the
reduced species model.
While increasing the number of species to include CO and OH, would reduce the
error in the detonation properties, the next most reduced chemical kinetics model is
a six step, ten species model that would greatly increase the number of computations
and the computation time. As such, it was desirable to ﬁnd a less computationally
expensive method of approximating full chemistry with a reduced kinetics method.
One such solution was to add “inert” species into the reactants to act as heat sinks
to bring the ﬁnal detonation temperature down. The inert gasses used were water,
argon, and a stoichiometric product mixture of CO2 and water. Of the set using water,
the case that most closely matched the full chemistry detonation temperature (6.6%
error) was 40% by weight water and 60% by weight stoichiometric reactants. While
this case approximated the desired temperature and molecular weight, signiﬁcant
error remained in the speciﬁc heat, detonation pressure ratio, and the wave Mach
number.
The best case using argon was 80% by weight argon and 20% by weight stoichiometric reactants; however, molecular weight, speciﬁc heat, pressure ratio, and wave
Mach number all showed signiﬁcant error. Most notably, all cases using argon as inert
were the only ones that showed large errors in the ratio of speciﬁc heats.
Of the set using stoichiometric products as an inert, the case with 40% by weight
products and 60% by weight reactants most closely matched the detonation temperature out of any case run. However, error in the molecular weight, speciﬁc heat,
detonation pressure ration, and detonation Mach number remained higher than desired.
In order to determine if the inert gas solutions were viable, the shock tube model
setup discussed previously was modiﬁed to form a detonation tube (Figure 3.1). One
end wall was removed and replaced with a constant pressure outlet and the size of
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Fig. 3.1.: Detonation Tube Conﬁguration
the driver gas section was greatly reduced. In each case, the driver gas section was
initialized to 10 MPa and 4,000 K. The driven gas section was initialized to 0.5 MPa
and 300 K with an outlet pressure of 0.5 MPa.
This model conﬁguration was used to determine if the code could sustain a detonation at the desired reactant pressure and temperature with the added inert gas.
Both the 40% water and 40% product gas mixtures were tested in this conﬁguration;
however, due to the signiﬁcant error in all variables of interest, the argon mixture was
not tested. Table 3.3 compares the results of the detonation tube cases with those of
the CEA cases.
Table 3.3.: Detonation Tube Results
Inert Gas

40% Water

40% Product Gases

Result Variable

CEA

Model

Percent Error

Pressure Ratio

22.87

27.26

19.9%

Peak Temperature (K)

3765

4199

11.5%

Wave Mach Number

6.01

6.34

5.5%

Pressure Ratio

24.41

26.9

10.2%

Peak Temperature (K)

4024

4158

3.3%

Wave Mach Number

6.22

6.31

1.4%
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For both the water and the product gas cases, the quasi-one dimensional model
simulated the wave Mach number the most accurately with the model pressure ratio
being modeled the least accurately. The error in both cases was due to the inﬂuence of
the initial condition on the solution given the short domain. The presence of the end
wall of the detonation tube caused the formation of a mildly overdriven detonation
causing the higher temperatures and pressure ratios. Of the two cases, the mixture
with 40% product gas most closely approximated the CEA CJ detonation calculations.
Once the two potential mixtures were proved to be detonable with the detonation
tube conﬁguration, the lumped parameter sources/sinks were turned on and the cases
were run again. To eliminate any inconsistencies due to injector response, the injection
ﬂow rate was ﬁxed at 0.006

kg
s

for each model element. This ﬂow rate was based on

the mass ﬂow rate through Purdue RDE tested by Stechmann [4] that the engine
geometry for the model was based on. In both cases, the detonation wave failed part
way through the domain due to insuﬃcient heat release rates at the shock front and
energy behind the wave due to axial ﬂow (see section 3.1.3 for more information).
As the injection ﬂow rate, which dictated the axial ﬂow properties, used in this case
represented the physical engine condition, it was desirable to ﬁnd a mixture that was
capable of sustaining a detonation when axial dynamics were included. As such, the
percentage of inert gas had to be lowered from the 40% that had targeted matching
the peak detonation temperature.
Due to the higher accuracy of the product gas mixture, a mixture of 80% reactants
and 20% product gases was selected for testing (for details on the CEA results see
Tables 3.1 and 3.2). While the error in peak detonation temperature when using this
mixture was 27.3%, the error in detonation pressure ratio dropped to 2.5% and the
error in detonation wave Mach number dropped to 1.9%. This mixture would more
accurately match the full chemistry pressure proﬁle in the detonation region than the
40% product cases and, as such, this mixture would more accurately calculate the
exit pressure proﬁle which is a primary model output.
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Table 3.4 compares the results of the CEA CJ detonation calculations and the
results of a detonation tube case using this propellant combination.
Table 3.4.: 20% Product Gas Detonation Tube Results
Inert

20% Product Gases

Result Variable

CEA

Model

Percent Error

Pressure Ratio

31.49

41.2

30.8%

Peak Temperature (K)

5130

4414

13.9%

Wave Mach Number

7.03

7.33

4.2%

This test case resulted in more error than the previous cases. This is a result
of the reaction rate of the chemical kinetics. When compared to the 40% product
gas case, the detonation region in the 20% case was elongated with a more gradual
relaxation of the pressure and temperature behind the wave. As such, the high peak
temperature seen in the previous cases was not fully captured in this case. This case
was also overdriven which results in the high pressure ratio and wave Mach number.
In order to test the detonability of the 20% product gas mixture with cross ﬂow, a
second case was run with the lumped parameter source/sink terms utilized. Unlike the
40% product gas or water cases, the 20% product gas mixture successfully maintained
the detonation wave under these conditions. As such, this mixture was selected for
initial model development.

3.1.2

Flow Stratiﬁcation

The largest challenge in developing a working RDE test case was the lack of ﬂow
stratiﬁcation in the axial direction. In a physical RDE, there exists a shear layer
between incoming fresh reactants and hot products. While there is local turbulent
mixing along this shear layer, the bulk of the reactants do not mix with products upon
entering the annulus thus preventing the reactants from deﬂagrating immediately
upon injection.
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Due to the lumped parameter nature of the axial dynamics modeling, all regions
are considered to be fully mixed and do not allow for ﬂow stratiﬁcation. Therefore,
after injector recovery, all fresh propellants introduced into a model element’s mixing
region are immediately thoroughly mixed with the gases already present in the mixing
region. This mixture of products and reactants is then injected into the model element’s detonation region where temperatures behind the detonation range from 3,000
- 4,500 K. This is well above the ignition temperature for a methane-oxygen reaction
and deﬂagration occurs thereby maintaining the high temperature and preventing a
buildup of fresh propellants to support the wave on the next pass.
In order to prevent this immediate consumption of reactants, a two-step solution
was implemented: staged injection and dynamic reaction zone. Staged injection
implements a “modiﬁed manifold” where the mass fraction of the injected propellant
can change with time. The speciﬁc time progression used in this model is a three
stage injection where, after injector recovery, cold product gases are injected, after a
designated time delay, cold oxygen and product gases are injected, and, after a second
designated time delay, the desired ﬁnal mixture of reactants and products is injected.
By initially injecting product gases, the hot product gases in the detonation region
are both cooled and pushed downstream by gas with the same molecular weight and
similar ratio of speciﬁc heats. While necessary, the change in product gas temperature
aﬀects the rate of axial dynamics; however, by maintaining the propellant molecular
weight and ratio of speciﬁc heats, this aﬀect is reduced as much as possible.
The oxygen is the ﬁrst component of the reactants to be reintroduced. The desired
high mass fraction of oxygen requires a longer time to develop in the detonation region
than the methane and thus must be injected ﬁrst. The methane injection delay is
balanced by two criteria, suﬃcient delay that the reactants will not combust upon
injection but a short enough delay that the desired mixture ratio can be achieved
in the detonation region prior to wave arrival. The exact timing of the injection for
the model baseline case discussed in section 3.2 was developed by sweeping through
a range of oxygen and methane delays to determine a minimal suﬃcient time delay.
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While the injection of product gases in the annulus is non-realistic, the staggered
injection of oxidizer and fuel is representative of non-matched oxidizer and fuel feed
system responses in physical hardware and thus adds a useful tool for observing the
eﬀects of engine response phenomena on RDE engine performance.
The second component in the stratiﬁcation solution is a dynamic reaction zone.
Slight modiﬁcations to the GEMS code enabled chemistry in a given cell to be toggled
on and oﬀ dynamically based on speciﬁed criteria. The criteria selected for the model
baseline case was that chemistry was to be called in 10% of the domain behind the
detonation wave shock front. This reaction zone travels with the wave and allows the
combustion of the reactants present in the detonation region prior to wave arrival but
prevents deﬂagration of newly injected reactants behind the wave. The dynamic reaction zone is a large limitation of the quasi-one dimensional code due to this prevention
of deﬂagration. Parasitic deﬂagration behind the wave can cause signiﬁcant losses in
engine performance that would be desirable to capture in an engine operability code.
While the combination of these two modiﬁcations eliminates the presence of nonphysical deﬂagration, the fully mixed assumption creates a second large non-physical
phenomena. Due to the fact that, upon entering a region, fresh reacts will begin to
ﬂow out of the region at the next time step, a large percentage of the injected reactants
are exhausted from the annulus unreacted. By not combusting these propellants, the
properties of the ﬂow (molecular weight, ratio of speciﬁc heats, etc.) exiting the
annulus are unrealistic and not all of the potential chemical energy in the injected
reactants is utilized. This results in a signiﬁcant non-physical performance loss for
the engine.
A method for including basic reactant/product gas stratiﬁcation, and thus eliminating the need for a dynamic reaction zone is proposed in Appendix A; however,
due to time constraints, this method could not be implemented during initial model
development.
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3.1.3

Mixing Region Dynamic Response

The ﬁnal large challenge in developing a working RDE test case was the eﬀect
of the mixing region response on detonation wave propagation. During the initial
model element response to detonation wave passage, propellants ﬂow from the detonation region to both the mixing and product gas regions until the mixing region
pressure matches or exceeds the detonation region pressure. As such, the detonation
experiences a level of side relief from two directions.
The level of side relief due to the mixing region is dependent on the relative
volumes of the mixing and detonation regions. As the ratio of mixing region to
detonation region volume increases, the amount of propellant transferred from the
detonation region to the mixing region in order to balance the pressures increases.
This mass ﬂow removes energy from the detonation that would otherwise be used to
drive the wave. Thus the ratio of mixing region to detonation region volume has a
high impact on the strength of the detonation wave. Preliminary observation of this
phenomena suggests that in a mixture of 80% reactants and 20% products at 300
K and 0.5 MPa volume ratios above approximately 0.3 result in unstable detonation
wave propagation or failure of the detonation wave. Further parametric studies will
be required to study the full eﬀects of the mixing/detonation region volume ratio.
The stable model baseline case was achieved at a volume ratio of 0.075.

3.2

Model Baseline Case
After completion of the model validation, an RDE baseline case was developed to

study the basic response of the full engine model to the propagation of a detonation
wave through multiple rotations. The intent of this case is to provide a solid baseline
understanding of the model functionality, as well as to provide a starting point for
parametric studies in the future.
This baseline case utilized a mesh of 500 model elements and a time step of 0.01
μs. The geometry used for this case is shown in Figure 3.2. The overall length of the
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engine and the annulus diameters are based on the experimental engine designed by
Stechmann at Purdue [4]. The order of magnitude of the combined length of the mixing and detonation regions were approximated from videos captured by Stechmann
using a transparent sidewall. Due to physical constraints of the experimental engine,
accurate measurements of the detonation height were not possible and, as such, have
been approximated in this model. The ratio of mixing region volume to detonation
region volume was selected as 0.083 based on the stability of the detonation wave
propagation observed in the small qualitative study mentioned in Section 3.1.3. This
model contained 100 injectors with 2 mm diameters. These injector diameters are
large when compared to the experimental injector diameters; however, the increased
ﬂow area was required to reﬁll the propellant prior to the next wave arrival. This
phenomena will be discussed in more detail later in this section.

Fig. 3.2.: Model Baseline Case Geometry
The lumped parameter regions were initialized uniformly with the pressure, temperature, and propellant mass fractions summarized in Table 3.5. The injectors were
assumed to be fully ﬂowing with the manifold mass fractions and the injection time
delays used for this case were 20 μs for the oxygen and 30 μs for the methane.
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Table 3.5.: Initial Conditions of Lumped Parameter Regions
Mass Fraction
Region

Pressure (MPa)

Temperature (K)

CH4

O2

CO2

H2 O

Manifold

2.5

300

0.16

0.64

0.09

0.11

Mixing

0.5

300

0.16

0.64

0.09

0.11

Product Gas

0.5

300

0.16

0.64

0.09

0.11

The CFD domain required a two-step initialization process. In the ﬁrst step,
the domain was set up in a similar manner to the detonation tube cases discussed
previously; however, in this instance the lumped parameter source/sink terms were
included. Table 3.6 summarizes the condition in both the driver and driven gas
sections within the CFD domain. The model was then run until a detonation wave
fully formed and the region of propellant near the wall with no azimuthal velocity
began to expand down the domain. At this point, the simulation was halted. The
second step was to then replace the wall and constant pressure outlet with a repeating
boundary condition and restart the simulation.
Table 3.6.: Initial Conditions of the CFD Domain
Mass Fraction
Region

Pressure (MPa)

Temperature (K)

CH4

O2

CO2

H2 O

Driver Gas

10

4,000

0.00

0.00

0.22

0.78

Driven Gas

0.5

300

0.16

0.64

0.09

0.11

In total, the baseline case simulated 7 revolutions of the detonation wave around
the annulus before the heat release in the detonation was insuﬃcient to sustain the
wave. While this case was not capable of sustaining the wave indeﬁnitely, the results of
revolutions 2-5 demonstrated the baseline functionality of the quasi-one dimensional
model. Figure 3.3 presents the pressure and temperature proﬁles for all regions at the
given time step with the normalized mass ﬂow rate across each boundary represented
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by the gray plots in between each region. While not to geometric scale, this ﬁgure
graphically depicts the axial response to detonation propagation in this model.

(a) Pressure Proﬁle

(b) Temperature Proﬁle

Fig. 3.3.: Nominal Full Engine Pressure and Temperature Proﬁles
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Figure 3.4 plots typical pressure proﬁles for this case at a single time step. The
time step used to generate Figure 3.4-3.7 was taken from the fourth pass of the detonation wave through the domain. The pressure proﬁle of the detonation and mixing
regions matched closely throughout the domain except locally to the detonation wave
front. The wave front in the detonation region led the wave front in the mixing region by a small margin. This was due to the time required for the high pressure
gases expelled from the detonation region to compress the lower pressure gases in
the mixing region. This time dependent pressurization process also accounted for
the decrease in peak mixing region pressure when compared to the peak detonation
region pressure. The pressure in the mixing region cannot signiﬁcantly rise above the
detonation pressure and thus the peak mixing region pressure occurred a short time
after the initial detonation wave passage when the pressures once again equilibrated
across the mixing-detonation region boundary. Due to the small volume of the mixing
region, this loss due to the pressurization delay was on the order of a few MPa in
peak pressure (in this chart approximately 4 MPa).

Fig. 3.4.: Model Baseline Case Pressure Proﬁles
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The pressure proﬁle in the product gas region deviated signiﬁcantly from the
pressure proﬁle in the detonation region. Due to the large product gas region to
detonation region volume ratio (approximately 10), the detonation region did not
contain a suﬃcient mass of high pressure gas after the detonation wave passage to
signiﬁcantly pressurize the product gas region. The resulting low level pressurization
resulted in a marginal increase in pressure of less than 1 MPa after the detonation
wave passage.
The pressure in the product gas region also decayed more slowly than the detonation and mixing region pressure. In this case, the detonation region pressure
dropped below the product gas region pressure due to azimuthal pressure relaxation
in the annulus. The bidirectional ﬂow assumption across the mixing-detonation region boundary ensured the mixing region matched the detonation region in this decay;
however, the assumption that ﬂow cannot travel upstream from the product gas region to the detonation region coupled with the large amount of mass in the product
gas region resulted in a slower pressure decay in the product gas region.
Figure 3.5 plots nominal temperature proﬁles for each region for a given time step.
Unlike the pressure proﬁles, all three region temperature proﬁles showed signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent behavior. Near the center of the domain, the detonation region temperature
proﬁle shows the steep temperature gradient associated with the reactions occurring
behind the detonation wave. After reaching a peak of almost 5,000 K the temperature
dropped rapidly as hot products were pushed into the mixing and product gas regions.
After this decay, a smaller and more gradual temperature rise and decay occurred over
the rest of the domain. The gradual increase in temperature was due to the mixing
region recovery as the hot products that had pressurized the mixing region began to
exhaust downstream. The gradual decrease in temperature was due to the injection
of cold reactants from the manifold into the annulus.
Unlike the detonation region proﬁle, the mixing region temperature proﬁle did
not exhibit the sharp spike in temperature with the detonation wave front. Instead,
the mixing region exhibited a steep temperature gradient up to a plateau. This
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Fig. 3.5.: Model Baseline Case Temperature Proﬁles
relatively ﬂat section corresponded to the region within the domain where no ﬂow
was being injected from the manifold into the mixing region. The end of this plateau
corresponded with the recovery of the injectors and the drop in temperature is due
to the mixing of cold reactants with hot products from the detonation region. The
temperature in the mixing region dropped until the mixing region had fully reﬁlled
with cold reactants after which it remained constant at the manifold temperature.
The trend in the product gas region proﬁle followed the same trend as the product
gas region pressure proﬁle. After detonation wave passage, the temperature in the
product gas region rose as hot products were pushed downstream and mixed with the
products of previous cycles. This temperature slowly decayed as propellant ﬂowed out
of the product gas region and as the temperature of the propellant injected dropped.
This slow decay occurred up until the next wave arrives.
The perturbations in the product gas region temperature decay near the repeating
boundary are due to time history eﬀects within the ﬂow ﬁeld. Over each cycle, the
detonation wave encounters varying amounts of fresh propellants due to variations in
the timing of the recovery physics for the injectors and the mixing region. As such, the
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strength and resulting detonation temperature of the wave vary between cycles. Over
the ﬁrst four cycles, these changes occurred abruptly near the repeating boundary
due to lingering eﬀects of the initialization process. Due to the large mass contained
in the product gas region, propellants introduced into the region took several cycles
to exhaust and thus the product gas region temperature exhibited perturbations
introduced into the ﬂow by several cycles.
After several cycles, the variation in detonation strength that caused these temperature perturbations become more gradual as the ﬂow approached limit cycle behavior. As the temperatures within the product gas region began to respond to this
change, fewer perturbations in the temperature were observed and the temperature
jump across the repeating boundary became negligible.
Figure 3.6 plots the mass ﬂow rates across each boundary over the length of the
domain. In this plot, a positive mass ﬂow rate signiﬁes ﬂow towards the exit of the
annulus while a negative mass ﬂow rate signiﬁes ﬂow towards the injector face. As
expected, the mass ﬂow rate through the outlet boundary of the annulus follows the
pressure proﬁle of the product gas region, exhibiting a slight rise in mass ﬂow rate
after detonation wave passage which decays over the rest of the domain. The mass
ﬂow rate through the detonation-product gas boundary follow the pressure proﬁle of
the detonation region for all areas of the domain where the detonation region pressure
was higher than the product gas region pressure. For the region where product gas
pressure exceeded the detonation pressure, ﬂow did not cross this boundary.
The injector mass ﬂow rate proﬁle consisted of three regions. The ﬁrst region
existed directly behind the wave where the mixing region pressure exceeded the manifold pressure. In this region, ﬂow did not cross the injector boundary. The second
region consisted of approximately half of the domain after injector recovery. Over this
section of the domain, the mixing region pressure gradually dropped and the injector
mass ﬂow rate gradually increased. The remainder of the domain constituted the
third region. For each injector in this region, the pressure ratio across the injector
boundary was such that ﬂow choked and the mass ﬂow rate remained constant.
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Fig. 3.6.: Model Baseline Case Mass Flow Rate Proﬁles
Of the four boundaries, ﬂow across the mixing-detonation region boundary exhibited the most complex response. After detonation wave passage, the ﬂow rate
across the mixing-detonation region boundary rapidly dropped and then recovered
as propellants ﬂowed from the detonation region into the mixing region. During this
mixing region recovery, pressure in the mixing region mildly overshot the detonation region pressure and the ﬂow rate spiked and then gradually reduced until ﬂow
across the detonation-product gas boundary stopped and the rate of pressure decay
in the detonation region slowed. Over the rest of the domain, the ﬂow rate across the
mixing-detonation region boundary gradually rose until it matched the injector mass
ﬂow rate and the manifold, mixing, and detonation region pressures were balanced.
Figure 3.7 shows the mass fraction proﬁles for each species in each region for the
given time step. For each region, the reactant gases methane and oxygen had similar
proﬁles and the product gases carbon dioxide and water had similar proﬁles. In each
case, the trends in the reactant gas were ﬂipped in the product gas species.
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In the detonation region, at detonation wave passage, all of the reactants were
consumed by the detonation which resulted in a sharp rise in the product mass fraction. After mixing region recovery, small amounts of the reactants that had been
present in the mixing region at the time of wave passage were reintroduced into the
detonation region. These mass fractions of reactants once again gradually decreased
as the “inert gases” (product gases) from the ﬁrst stage of injection are introduced in
the the engine. The mass fraction of each reactant species once again increases after
the relevant injection time delay for each species. This increase continued until the
next detonation wave arrived.

Fig. 3.7.: Model Baseline Case Mass Fraction Proﬁles
The mixing region mass fractions followed a similar proﬁle to that of the detonation region mass fractions. After detonation wave passage, the mass fraction of
reactants was reduced sharply to approximately half of the value prior to wave passage. The mass fractions then remain approximately constant until injection recovery.
After recovery the reactant mass fractions fell as the mixing region gases were pushed
downstream by the ﬁrst stage injection of the “inert gases”. The oxygen mass fraction
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recovered ﬁrst due to second stage injection, rapidly rising until the mixing region
contained the same mass fraction of oxygen as the manifold. The methane followed
the same process except with a longer delay from third stage injection.
Due to the large amount of mass contained in the product gas region, very little
change occurred in the species mass fractions in this region. After detonation wave
passage, the reactant mass fraction dropped slightly before remaining approximately
constant for half of the domain. The mass fractions recovered to their original values
across the repeating boundary and remained approximately constant until the next
detonation wave. This behavior is counter to the desired results for the product gas
region. In order to accurately predict performance, most reactants should be combusted in the detonation region as the downstream boundary of the detonation region
represents the “ﬁll height” of the engine. However, due to the lack of reactant-product
gas stratiﬁcation, approximately 50% of the engine exhaust by mass consisted of reactants. While increasing the detonation region size could bring down the percentage
of reactants exhausted, changing the geometry of the model would not eliminate this
source of error.
While the Figures 3.4-3.7 represent the typical proﬁles for pressure, temperature,
mass ﬂow rate, and species mass fraction, the magnitudes and exact shape of each
proﬁle as well as the overall cycle time changed with each cycle due to non-steady
state behavior in the model.
Figure 3.8 plots the maximum pressure in the domain at each time step. Each
red line indicates the start of a new cycle through the domain. The ﬁrst partial cycle
and the ﬁrst full cycle both contained large changes in domain peak pressure as the
detonation wave overcame the initial conditions and started to approach limit cycle
behavior. Cycles 2-5 showed more stable behavior with small variations around a
gradually declining mean peak pressure. The ﬁnal full cycle and the ﬁnal partial
cycle also contained large changes in peak pressure as the heat release behind the
wave became insuﬃcient to sustain the wave and the detonation became unstable
before dying.
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Fig. 3.8.: Model Baseline Case Maximum Pressure History
With these peak pressure changes came small shifts in the overall wave shape.
Figure 3.9 plots the pressure time history for a single detonation region cell at 80%
of the way through the domain. Over the course of the run, the amount of time each
cell experienced the initial pressure spike from detonation wave passage decreased.
Over the course of the ﬁrst three full cycles, the shape of the pressure proﬁle after the
pressure spike transitioned from a gentle secondary peak to a linear proﬁle and the
ﬁnal pressure prior to detonation wave arrival increased by approximately 0.5 MPa.
Note that the peak pressures recorded in this ﬁgure may not be indicative of the
true peak pressure for each cycle as the model output results every 100 time steps
and it is not guaranteed that the peak pressure occurred in the sampled cell at the
time steps that were output.
Just as the detonation strength and wave proﬁle changed over the run, the detonation wave velocity also changed resulting in diﬀering durations for each cycle. Table
3.7 summarizes the cycle time for each full cycle completed by the model. For this
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Fig. 3.9.: Model Baseline Case Element Detonation Region Pressure History
case, each subsequent cycle became progressively faster, until the heat release rate
was not suﬃcient to sustain the detonation wave further.
Table 3.7.: Model Baseline Case Cycle Times
Full Cycle Number

Cycle Time (μs)

1

108

2

90

3

85

4

85

5

80

6

75

Figure 3.10 plots the detonation region temperature as a function of azimuthal
location and time. The diagonal lines of high temperature correspond to the location
of the detonation wave as it moves through the domain. As time progressed, the
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non-steady state injection and mixing region response eﬀects caused the detonation
peak temperature to decrease. The narrowing of the detonation pressure spike proﬁle
coupled with the high mass ﬂow rate through the engine pushed the high temperature
product gases out of the detonation region more rapidly thus narrowing the detonation
temperature proﬁle and decreasing the overall temperature of the detonation region.

Fig. 3.10.: Model Baseline Case Detonation Region Temperature History
The cause of the detonation failure after seven cycles was a combination of this
narrowing of the detonation temperature proﬁle and the decreased cycle time. Both
phenomena resulted in a decrease in the number of time steps a given cell sustained a
temperature above the threshold needed for a chemical reaction to occur. By the end
of the baseline case, this time available for each cell to detonate was suﬃciently small
and the ignition delay suﬃciently large that detonation could no longer be sustained
and the detonation failed.
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3.3

Modiﬁed Model Baseline Case
In order to determine if the wave instability and eventual failure was primarily due

to the large product gas region to detonation region volume ratio, the geometry of
the baseline case was slightly altered and the case was re-run. Figure 3.11 shows the
modiﬁed geometry. For this run, all other parameters and the initialization process
were unchanged from the baseline case.

Fig. 3.11.: Modiﬁed Model Geometry
This modiﬁed baseline case completed 12 cycles, ﬁve more than the baseline case.
The wave did not fail during those 12 cycles, though some indications of instability
were observed in the ﬁnal cycles. Figure 3.12 plots a typical set of pressure proﬁles for
this modiﬁed case. The proﬁles for the detonation and mixing regions demonstrate
the same behavior that was observed in the unmodiﬁed baseline case; however, the
rate of pressure decay after the initial rapid pressure was much more gradual due to
back pressuring from the product gas region.
The product gas region show signiﬁcantly more pressure variation behind the
detonation wave. In the original case, a pressure rise of less than 1 MPa was observed
at the sampled time step. In the sampled time step for the modiﬁed case, a pressure
rise of approximately 2.75 MPa occurred. The pressure decay in this region also
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matched the detonation region pressure proﬁle much more closely than in the original
baseline case.

Fig. 3.12.: Modiﬁed baseline case pressure proﬁles
Figure 3.13 plots the peak pressure in the CFD domain as a function of time.
Each red line indicates the start of a new engine cycle. Over the ﬁrst seven cycles,
large variations in peak pressure occurred. This is an increase of 5 cycles over the
original case. Unlike the original case which saw a relatively smooth decrease in peak
pressure after this initial period, the modiﬁed case stabilized to a nearly constant
peak pressure for 2.5 cycles before exhibiting periodic behavior.
The detonation wave speed followed a similar trend to the peak pressure (Figure
3.14) with less variation in the initial seven cycles and more apparent periodic behavior starting in cycle eight. The large variations in wave speed over the last three
cycles indicate potential instabilities in the detonation wave near the end of the case.
As the detonation peak pressure developed small periodic oscillations, small pressure
waves were shed from the detonation wave propagation counter to the direction of
the detonation propagation. These small pressure waves resulted in variations in the
reactant injection ﬂow rate and thus variations in the amount of reactants in the
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Fig. 3.13.: Modiﬁed baseline case peak pressure time history
detonation region. As the detonation wave encountered these variations in the next
cycle, the detonation peak pressure exhibited greater changes in that region of the
domain and shed stronger acoustic waves. This process formed a feedback loop in
which periodic changes in detonation peak pressure caused periodic changes in reactant concentration. These changes grew larger as time progressed and caused the
instabilities observed in the ﬁnal cycles. While the wave did not die due to this phenomena in the timeframe analyzed, it is likely that if the model had been run longer,
it would have diverged in the CFD domain or an insuﬃcient amount of reactants
would have been injected due to the pressure swings and the wave would have died.
While a new instability mode was observed in this modiﬁed case, the mechanism
for wave failure in the original case was not observed. Figure 3.15 plots the time
history for the temperature in the detonation region. This graph shows that, as time
progresses, the zone behind the detonation wave front that exhibited high temperatures remained prominent throughout the run. Over the last two cycles, the width
of this high temperature region varied with the periodic behavior of the detonation
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Fig. 3.14.: Modiﬁed baseline case wave speed time history
wave due to the changes in detonation strength; however, suﬃcient energy behind the
wave was retained to maintain detonation wave propagation.

Fig. 3.15.: Modiﬁed baseline case temperature time history
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the baseline case demonstrate that it is possible to model basic unsteady
RDE behavior using a quasi-one dimensional approach. The model ran stably in a
non-steady state regime for several cycles coupling azimuthal detonation propagation
with basic axial dynamics. The use of the lumped parameter approach allowed the
model to incorporate the basic non-steady state behavior due to injection dynamics
and detonation propagation above a region of poorly mixed gases and to determine
the eﬀect of these behaviors on the detonation wave stability and engine operability.
However, this model in its current implementation contains three drawbacks that
prevent the model from reaching the full desired capability. One drawback is the
lack of ability to model reactant-product gas stratiﬁcation in the axial direction. As
mentioned previously, this lack of stratiﬁcation resulted in the need for a dynamic
reaction zone that prevented the model from being able to capture the losses due to
deﬂagration along the slipline between the fresh propellants and the hot product gases.
The “thoroughly mixed” assumption upon injection hampered the model’s ability to
reﬁll the detonation region with fresh propellants as the detonation region exhausted
reactants every time step after they were introduced. The reactants exhausted from
the detonation region also resulted in large quantities of unburned reactants being
exhausted out of the annulus thus introducing a non-physical signiﬁcant performance
loss mechanism.
The second drawback is that, for physical engine conﬁgurations, the product gas
region to detonation region volume ratios are suﬃciently large, that the product gas
region response causes instabilities in the model operation. The ﬁnal drawback is
that the model runtime is signiﬁcantly longer than is desirable for use in parametric
studies. The computational time required for to the model to complete seven cycles
in the model baseline case took 51 hours. The target cycle count for each case is a
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minimum of 10 cycles and, during initial model development, soft target was set for
a computational time less than 24 hours.

4.0.1

Future Work

In order to achieve the full desired capability of the quasi-one dimensional RDE
model, three modiﬁcations to the current code implementation should be undertaken.
The ﬁrst modiﬁcation is to implement a basic reactant-product gas stratiﬁcation
scheme. A detail proposal of how to modify the existing code structure to incorporate
stratiﬁcation can be found in Appendix A.
The second recommended modiﬁcation is to break the product gas region up
into a series of axial product gas regions. By doing so, the mass ﬂow rate out of
the detonation region is not dependent on how quickly the detonation products can
pressurize the full volume of product gases downstream of the detonation region.
Instead, the mass ﬂow rate will be determined by how quickly the product gases can
pressurize the downstream volume local to the detonation itself.
The third modiﬁcation is to rewrite the lumped parameter section of the code to
use FORTRAN’s Message Passing Interface (MPI) which is already used by GEMS.
By implementing MPI, the quasi-one dimensional model can utilize parallel processing
to speed up the model calculations to approach the soft target of 10 engine cycles
computed in less than 24 hours.
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A. STRATIFICATION MODIFICATION
In order to implement reactant-product gas stratiﬁcation in a quasi-one dimensional
manner, it is necessary to create and track a slipline between the two gas regions in
each model element mixing and detonation region.

Fig. A.1.: Slipline Progression
Figure A.1 depicts the four cases the slipline progresses through. At detonation
wave passage, the slipline position is reset to the injector face (Slipline Initial Position)
where it remains until reactants are once again injected into the annulus (Injector
Recovery). Upon injector recovery, the slipline progresses down the annulus as fresh
reactants build upstream. After completely ﬁlling the mixing region, the slipline
transfers to the detonation region (Detonation Region Fill) to start the detonation
region species recovery. At any point in the Detonation Region Fill process, if the
next detonation wave arrives, the properties in the detonation region gas upstream
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of the slipline are used as the input to the CFD chemical reaction mechanism, the
output of which is thoroughly mixed with the detonation region gas downstream of
the slipline, and the cycle resets. If the detonation wave does not return before the
slipline reaches the end of the detonation region, the slipline is no longer tracked and
the model functions as described in Section 2.1.2.
While modifying the existing code architecture to track the properties upstream
and downstream of the slipline in the mixing region is relatively simple, tracking the
upstream and downstream propellant properties in the detonation region requires
signiﬁcant modiﬁcations to the interface between lumped parameter domain and the
CFD domain as, in the CFD domain, each cell must have a single pressure, temperature, and composition. In order to account for this, the propellant properties in
the CFD domain represent the “total” propellant properties. Temperature in the cell
accounts for the energy of both subregions and the species mass fractions account
for the total amount of all species in both subregions. The pressure value needs no
modiﬁcation as both subregions on either side of the slipline must be at the same
pressure. After the CFD solver completes each time step calculation, the Lumped
Parameter domain will then back out the changes to the two subregions.
The following two sections outline the basic equations used for tracking the slipline
and the properties in each subregion upstream and downstream of the slipline in both
the mixing and the detonation regions. Note that, when the slipline is not present in
a given region, the region functions as previously described.

A.1

Mixing Region Slipline Governing Equations

In the following equations, the subscript “sl” refers to the slipline, the subscript
“up” refers to propellant properties in the subregion upstream of the slipline, and the
subscript “down” refers to the propellant properties in the subregion downstream of
the slipline.
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The mass ﬂow rate into the upstream subregion from the manifold and the mass
ﬂow rate into/out of the downstream subregion from/to the detonation region are
calculate using the same equations discussed in Section 2.1.2. Once these mass ﬂow
rates are known, the new masses and temperatures for each subregion can also be
calculated by the same processes as in Section 2.1.2.
In order to determine the subregion pressures and the location of the slipline,
the constraint that the pressures in both subregions must be equal is used (Equation
A.1). Then using the ideal gas law, Equation A.1 can be rewritten as Equations A.2
and A.3 where ρ is the density of the gas, R is the mixture speciﬁc gas constant, T
is the temperature of the gas, m is the amount of gas in the subregion, and V is the
volume of the subregion.

Pup = Pdown

(A.1)

ρup Rup Tup = ρdown Rdown Tdown

(A.2)

mdown
mup
Rup Tup =
Rdown Tdown
Vdown
Vup

(A.3)

The volume of each subregion can be described by Equations A.4 and A.5, where
ysl is the axial location of the slipline and y1 is the axial location of the mixingdetonation region boundary.

Vup = Aysl

(A.4)

Vdown = A(y1 − ysl )

(A.5)

Substituting Equations A.4 and A.5 into Equation A.3 and rearranging an equation for the axial location of the slipline can be developed (Equation A.6).

ysl =

y1
mdown Rdown Tdown
mup Rup Tup

+1

(A.6)
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The pressure in both subregions can then be calculated using the ideal gas law
(Equation A.7).

Pup =

A.2

mup
Rup Tup
Aysl

(A.7)

Detonation Region Slipline Governing Equations

In order to calculate the conditions in each subregion for the current time step, it
is ﬁrst necessary to separate the output of the CFD computation from the previous
time step to determine the initial state of each subregion before ﬂow is added or
extracted. In the following equations a subscript of “output” refers to properties of
the detonation region as output by the CFD.
The pressure of each subregion is directly known from the CFD output due to the
equivalent pressure constraint (Equation A.8).

Poutput = Pup = Pdown

(A.8)

A simplifying assumption made for this model is that, while propellant in the
detonation region may be ﬂow azimuthally, the species mass fraction of the propellant
upstream of the slipline remains constant through this process. As such, the mass of
propellant in the detonation region at the designated upstream species mass fraction
ratio can be determined. To do so, the largest fraction (f) of the species in the CFD
output at the correct ratio must be determined (Equation A.9). Using this fractional
value, the mass of the upstream region can be calculated using Equation A.10. The
species mass fraction and the mass in the downstream region can be calculated using
Equations A.11 and A.12.

f = min(

Yout,i
)
Yup,i

mup = f Yup moutput

(A.9)

(A.10)
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Ydown,i = Youtput,i − f Yup,i

(A.11)

mdown = moutput − mup

(A.12)

The temperature in the upstream region is assumed to be constant through the
CFD solution process and is therefore known. The downstream temperature can be
determined using conservation of energy (Equation A.13).

Tdown =

moutput Cp,output Toutput − mup Cp,up Tup
mdown Cp,down

(A.13)

By rearranging the ideal gas equation for the upstream subregion knowing that
the volume of the upstream subregion is deﬁned by Equation A.14, an equation for
the slipline location can developed (Equation A.15).
Vup = A(ysl − y1 )

ysl = y1 +

mup Rup Tup
APup

(A.14)

(A.15)

Using these time step initial conditions, the new state of each subregion at the
end of the time step can be determined by the same process described for the mixing
region. The mass ﬂow rate across the mixing-detonation region and the detonationproduct gas region boundaries as well as the new subregion temperatures after mass
addition can be determined using the original process described in Section 2.1.2. Once
those values are known, the set of equations A.1-A.3, A.15, and 2.18 can be used to
determine all other subregion propellant properties for the given time step.
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B. LUMPED PARAMETER CODE
This appendix contains the code written for the lumped parameter domain in the
quasi-one dimensional model.

B.1

RDE Axial Dynamics Routines

This module contains all of the subroutines used to simulate the lumped parameter
based axial dynamics in the quasi-one dimensional model.
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!************************************************************************************
! RDEEngineFeatures
!
Author: Jenna Humble
!
Date: 08/24/2017
!
Version: 7.4
!
Date: 07/02/2018
!
Changes: This version contains updates to fix bugs in the wave tracking
!
submodule.
!
!
Purpose:
!
This module contains the subroutines that model the engine axial response
!
to the CFD.
!
!
Contains Routines:
!
RDEInitialize
!
RDESources
!
RDEMixingRegion
!
RDEProductGasRegion
!
RDEInjectorAssignment
!
RDEDataOutput
!
RDERestart
!
RDEWaveTracking
!
!************************************************************************************
!************************************************************************************
MODULE RDEEngineFeatures
!************************************************************************************
IMPLICIT NONE
CONTAINS
!====================================================================================
SUBROUTINE RDEInitialize(check,ddp,ien,ico,imb,ime,isb,ise)
! initializes all variables required for RDE sources/sinks
USE RDEDataStorage
USE GemsType
IMPLICIT NONE
type(domain),pointer:: ddp
INTEGER,INTENT(IN) :: check,ien,ico,imb,ime,isb,ise
INTEGER:: fidin
INTEGER :: ii,temp_err,LEXIST
REAL, ALLOCATABLE :: man_Y(:),mix_Y(:),prod_Y(:)
REAL(rfp) :: man_P,man_T
REAL(rfp) :: mix_P,mix_T
REAL(rfp) :: prod_P,prod_T
REAL(rfp), ALLOCATABLE :: Y_inert_temp(:), Y_ox_temp(:), Y_full_temp(:)
! determine if output directory exits, if not, create it
INQUIRE (DIRECTORY='./RDEResults/', EXIST=LEXIST)
IF(.NOT.LEXIST) THEN
CALL SYSTEM("mkdir RDEResults")
END IF
IF (check == 1) THEN
! save off CFD indexes
ien_save = ien
ico_save = ico
imb_save = imb
ime_save = ime
isb_save = isb
ise_save = ise
nspe_save = ddp%nspecs-1
dt = 1/ddp%dt_inv
R_univ = 8314
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104
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106
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110
111
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113
114
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ALLOCATE(man_Y(nspe_save),mix_Y(nspe_save),prod_Y(nspe_save))
! pull in information for determining fluid properties & geometry from
!input file
namelist /rde/ man_P,man_T,man_Y, &
mix_P,mix_T,mix_Y, &
prod_P,prod_T,prod_Y, &
ro,ri,hw,h,L,Pb, &
num_inj,dt_ox,dt_fuel,d_inj, chem_offset, &
ncells,irestart,inputfile,file_output
fidin = 1001
OPEN(fidin,file = 'RDE.in', status='old',iostat=temp_err)
READ(fidin, rde)
CLOSE(fidin)
ALLOCATE(man(ncells),mix(ncells),prod(ncells),det_save(ncells),&
mdot_s(ncells),wv_trk(1000), &
Y_inert_temp(nspe_save),Y_ox_temp(nspe_save),&
Y_full_temp(nspe_save))
! set geometry for RDE Features
dxn = 2*pi*(ri+0.5*(ro-ri))/ncells
A_n = pi*(ro**2-ri**2)/ncells
V_mix = A_n*hw
V_det = A_n*(h-hw)
V_prod = A_n*(L-h)
A_inj = pi/4*d_inj**2
! calculate manifold mass fractions for all cases
Y_full_temp = man_Y
Y_ox_temp(1) = 0.0_rfp
Y_ox_temp(2:) = Y_full_temp(2:)/sum(Y_full_temp(2:))
Y_inert_temp(1:2) = 0.0_rfp
Y_inert_temp(3:) = Y_full_temp(3:)/sum(Y_full_temp(3:))
! calculate the number of time steps of the ox and fuel delay
ditr_ox = INT(dt_ox/dt)
ditr_fuel = INT(dt_fuel/dt)
! initialize primitive variables: mixing,manifold, and product
!gas regions
IF (irestart == 0 .AND. inputfile == 0) THEN
DO ii=1,ncells
man(ii)%P = man_P
man(ii)%T = man_T
ALLOCATE(man(ii)%Y_inert(nspe_save),man(ii)%Y_ox(nspe_save),&
man(ii)%Y_full(nspe_save))
man(ii)%Y_inert = Y_inert_temp
man(ii)%Y_ox = Y_ox_temp
man(ii)%Y_full = Y_full_temp
mix(ii)%P = mix_P
mix(ii)%T = mix_T
mix(ii)%m = 0.
ALLOCATE(mix(ii)%Y(nspe_save))
mix(ii)%Y = mix_Y
mix(ii)%injector = [0.,0.,0.]
prod(ii)%P = prod_P
prod(ii)%T = prod_T
prod(ii)%m = 0.
ALLOCATE(prod(ii)%Y(nspe_save))
prod(ii)%Y = prod_Y
det_save(ii)%P = 0.
det_save(ii)%T = 0.
det_save(ii)%m = 0.
ALLOCATE(det_save(ii)%Y(nspe_save))
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det_save(ii)%Y = 0.
END DO
wv_trk(ii)%location = 0
wv_trk(ii)%iteration = -10000
DO ii=1,1000
END DO
ELSEIF (irestart == 1 .OR. (irestart == 0 .AND. inputfile == 1)) THEN
DO ii=1,ncells
man(ii)%P = man_P
man(ii)%T = man_T
ALLOCATE(man(ii)%Y_inert(nspe_save),man(ii)%Y_ox(nspe_save),&
man(ii)%Y_full(nspe_save))
man(ii)%Y_inert = Y_inert_temp
man(ii)%Y_ox = Y_ox_temp
man(ii)%Y_full = Y_full_temp
END DO
CALL RDERestart
END IF
! determine cell/injector relationships
CALL RDEInjectorAssignment()
END IF
END SUBROUTINE RDEInitialize
!====================================================================================
SUBROUTINE RDESource(ii,ddp,Det_in,mdot_mix,mdot_prod,e_mix,e_prod,Y_mix,Y_prod,&
Pmix,Tmix,Pprod,Tprod)
USE RDEDataStorage
USE GemsType
USE GemsState
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER,intent(in) :: ii
type(domain),pointer:: ddp
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(2+nspe_save) :: Det_in
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(nspe_save) :: Y_mix,Y_prod
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(nspe_save) :: mass_frac_source_mix,mass_frac_source_prod
REAL(rfp) :: e_mix,e_prod,mdot_mix,mdot_prod
REAL(rfp) :: enthalpy_source_mix,enthalpy_source_prod,mass_source_mix
REAL(rfp) :: Pmix,Tmix,Pprod,Tprod,mass_source_prod
REAL(rfp),save :: tracker = 1
INTEGER :: jj
! output data
IF ((tracker .NE. ddp%ntmax) .AND. (ii == ncells)) THEN
! this is an internal iteration
! reset the output guard
tracker = tracker + 1
ELSEIF ((tracker == ddp%ntmax) .AND. (ii == 1)) THEN
! this is the start of the last internal iteration, write values
! to data storage
output = 1
ELSEIF ((tracker == ddp%ntmax) .AND. (ii == ncells)) THEN
! this is the last cell of the last internal iteration
! trigger output after last cell is computed
last_ts_itr = 1
END IF

! call mixing and product gas region source terms
CALL RDEMixingRegion(ii,ddp,Det_in,mass_source_mix,mass_frac_source_mix,&
enthalpy_source_mix)
CALL RDEProductGasRegion(ii,ddp,Det_in,mass_source_prod,&
mass_frac_source_prod,enthalpy_source_prod)
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! assign source term module outputs to output to GEMS
mdot_mix = mass_source_mix
mdot_prod = mass_source_prod
!mdot_mix = 0.0_rfp
!mdot_prod = 0.0_rfp
e_mix = enthalpy_source_mix ! THIS ISN'T USED ANYMORE, REMOVE FROM CODE
e_prod = enthalpy_source_prod
!e_mix = 0.0_rfp
!e_prod = 0.0_rfp
Y_mix = mass_frac_source_mix
Y_prod = mass_frac_source_prod
! Y_prod = 0
! determine if the flow is into or out of the mixing region and set the
! source/sink pressures and temperatures accordingly
IF (mdot_mix .GE. 0) THEN
Pmix = mix(ii)%P
Tmix = mix(ii)%T
ELSE
Pmix = Det_in(1)
Tmix = Det_in(2)
END IF
Pprod = prod(ii)%P
Tprod = prod(ii)%T
IF (last_ts_itr ==1) THEN
CALL RDEWaveTracking
IF (mod(itr,file_output) == 0) THEN
! if this is the correct itr, conduct wave tracking
! and output the data
CALL RDEDataOutput
END IF
! updated the time for the next time step
t = t + dt
itr = itr + 1
! reset triggers for next time step
tracker = 1
output = 0
last_ts_itr = 0
END IF
END SUBROUTINE RDESource
!====================================================================================
SUBROUTINE RDEMixingRegion(ii,ddp,Det_in,mass_source_mix,mass_frac_source_mix,&
enthalpy_source_mix)
! calculates new mixing region state and mixing region source/sink
USE RDEDataStorage
USE GemsType
USE GemsState
IMPLICIT NONE
type(domain),pointer:: ddp
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: ii
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(2+nspe_save) :: Det_in
TYPE(fluid_property),save :: fp_man,fp_mix,fp_det
REAL(rfp) :: gammaman,gamma_m,MW_m,gamma_d,cp_mix_old,mm_old,R
REAL(rfp) :: M_inj,rho_inj,T_inj,mdot_inj
REAL(rfp) :: M_hw,rho_hw,T_hw,mdot_hw
REAL(rfp) :: mm,Pm,Tm
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(nspe_save) :: m_Y_m,dm_Y_d,Y_Y_d,m_Y
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(nspe_save) :: mass_frac_source_mix
REAL(rfp) :: enthalpy_source_mix,mass_source_mix
INTEGER:: i, man_case
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(4+nspe_save) :: qv_man,qv_mix,qv_det
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(nspe_save) :: temp_Yman
logical,parameter :: pidx(pidx_size) = &
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(/.true.,.true.,.false.,.false.,.false.,.true.,&
.false.,.true., .false.,.false.,.false.,.false./)
logical,save:: first_entry_fp_man = .true.
! calculate fluid properties in manifold/mixing/detonation region
if (first_entry_fp_man .eqv. .true.) then
! if this is the first time through this module, allocate
! the property variables
first_entry_fp_man = .false.
call allocate_fp( ddp, fp_man )
call allocate_fp( ddp, fp_mix )
call allocate_fp( ddp, fp_det )
end if
! determine which injection species cases should be used
IF (itr .GE. ditr_fuel+man(ii)%itr_save) THEN
! injection fully recovered
man_case = 1
temp_Yman = man(ii)%Y_full
ELSEIF (itr .GE. ditr_ox+man(ii)%itr_save) THEN
! ox injection recovered
man_case = 2
temp_Yman = man(ii)%Y_ox
ELSE
! only inert recovered
man_case = 3
temp_Yman = man(ii)%Y_inert
END IF
! assign the input array for the manifold property calculation
qv_man(ico_save) = man(ii)%P
qv_man(imb_save:ime_save) = 0
qv_man(ien_save) = man(ii)%T
qv_man(isb_save:ise_save) = temp_Yman
! calculate manifold propellant properties
call calFluidProperty(ddp,qv_man,zero,pidx,fp_man)
if (any(mix(ii)%Y(:)<zero)) then
! protect code from negative species values (i.e. AR) that
! will mess up property calculations
do i=1,nspe_save
mix(ii)%Y(i) = max(mix(ii)%Y(i),zero)
end do
endif
! assign the input array for the mixing region property calculation
qv_mix(ico_save) = mix(ii)%P
qv_mix(imb_save:ime_save) = 0
qv_mix(ien_save) = mix(ii)%T
qv_mix(isb_save:ise_save) = mix(ii)%Y
! calculate mixing region propellant properties
call calFluidProperty(ddp,qv_mix,zero,pidx,fp_mix)
if (any(Det_in(2:)<zero)) then
do i=1,nspe_save
Det_in(2+i) = max(Det_in(2+i),zero)
end do
endif
! assign the input array for the detonation region property calculation
qv_det(ico_save) = Det_in(1)
qv_det(imb_save:ime_save) = 0
qv_det(ien_save) = Det_in(2)
qv_det(isb_save:ise_save) = Det_in(3:nspe_save+2)
! calculate detonation region propellant properties
call calFluidProperty(ddp,qv_det,zero,pidx,fp_det)

! calculate fluid ratios of specific heat
gammaman = fp_man%h0x(ien_save)/(fp_man%h0x(ien_save)-qv_man(ico_save)/&
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(qv_man(ien_save)*fp_man%rho))
gamma_m = fp_mix%h0x(ien_save)/(fp_mix%h0x(ien_save)-qv_mix(ico_save)/&
(qv_mix(ien_save)*fp_mix%rho))
gamma_d = fp_det%h0x(ien_save)/(fp_det%h0x(ien_save)-qv_det(ico_save)/&
(qv_det(ien_save)*fp_det%rho))
! calculate injector mass flow rate
IF (man(ii)%P > mix(mix(ii)%injector(2))%P) THEN
! injection mach number
M_inj = sqrt(((mix(mix(ii)%injector(2))%P/man(ii)%P)** &
(-(gammaman-1.0_rfp)/gammaman)-1.0_rfp)*(2._rfp/(gammaman-1.0_rfp)))
IF (M_inj > 1.0_rfp) THEN
M_inj = 1.0_rfp
END IF
! density of injected fluid
rho_inj = fp_man%rho*(1.0_rfp+(gammaman-1.0_rfp)/2._rfp*M_inj**2)&
**(-1.0_rfp/(gammaman-1.0_rfp))
! temperature of injected fluid
T_inj = man(mix(ii)%injector(2))%T*(1.0_rfp+(gammaman-1.0_rfp)/ &
2._rfp*M_inj**2)**(-1.0_rfp)
! injector mass flowrate
mdot_inj = rho_inj*A_inj*fp_man%c*M_inj/mix(ii)%injector(3)
ELSE
! flow is stagnated, no injection mass flow rate
mdot_inj = 0.0_rfp
man(ii)%itr_save = itr
END IF
! mdot_inj = 0.15
! mdot_s(ii)%inj = mdot_inj
! calculate mixing-detonation boundary mass flow rate
IF (Det_in(1) > mix(ii)%P) THEN
! flow detonation -> mixing detonation region
! boundary mach number
M_hw = sqrt(((mix(ii)%P/Det_in(1))** &
(-(gamma_d-1.0_rfp)/gamma_d)-1.0_rfp)*(2._rfp/(gamma_d-1.0_rfp)))
IF (M_hw > 1.0_rfp) THEN
M_hw = 1.0_rfp
END IF
! density of flow across boundary
rho_hw = fp_det%rho*(1.0_rfp+(gamma_d-1.0_rfp)/2._rfp*M_hw**2)&
**(-1.0_rfp/(gamma_d-1.0_rfp))
! temperature of flow across boundary
T_hw = Det_in(2)*(1.0_rfp+(gamma_d-1.0_rfp)/2._rfp*M_hw**2)**(-1.0_rfp)
! boundary mass flow rate
mdot_hw = -rho_hw*A_n*fp_det%c*M_hw
ELSEIF (mix(ii)%P > Det_in(1)) THEN
! flow mixing -> detonation region
! boundary mach number
M_hw = sqrt(((Det_in(1)/mix(ii)%P)** &
(-(gamma_m-1.0_rfp)/gamma_m)-1.0_rfp)*(2._rfp/(gamma_m-1.0_rfp)))
IF (M_hw > 1.0_rfp) THEN
M_hw = 1.0_rfp
END IF
! density of flow across boundary
rho_hw = fp_mix%rho*(1.0_rfp+(gamma_m-1.0_rfp)/2._rfp*M_hw**2)&
**(-1.0_rfp/(gamma_m-1-1.0_rfp))
! temperature of flow across boundary
T_hw = mix(ii)%T*(1.0_rfp+(gamma_m-1.0_rfp)/2._rfp*M_hw**2)**(-1.0_rfp)
! boundary mass flow rate
mdot_hw = rho_hw*A_n*fp_det%c*M_hw
ELSE
! regions are at the same conditions, no mass flow rate across boundary
mdot_hw = 0.0_rfp
END IF
! calculate the mass and mass fraction source terms
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! mass addition of each species and energy to/from the detonation region
IF (mdot_hw <= 0.0_rfp) THEN
! nass flow out of detonation region
mass_frac_source_mix = Det_in(3:nspe_save+2)
enthalpy_source_mix = fp_det%h0*mdot_hw/V_det
ELSE
! mass flow into detonation region
mass_frac_source_mix = mix(ii)%Y
enthalpy_source_mix = fp_mix%h0*mdot_hw/V_det
END IF
! mass addition to/from the detonation region
mass_source_mix = mdot_hw/V_det
if (isnan(mass_source_mix)) then
print *, mass_source_mix
stop
endif
!! determine the new state in the mixing region
! new mass in detonation region
mm_old = fp_mix%rho*V_mix
mm = fp_mix%rho*V_mix + mdot_inj*dt - mdot_hw*dt
! new mass of each species
IF (mdot_hw <= 0.0_rfp) THEN
! mass flow into mixing region from detonation
DO i=1,nspe_save
m_Y_m(i) = mix(ii)%Y(i)*fp_mix%rho*V_mix +
temp_Yman(i)*mdot_inj*dt - &
Det_in(2+i)*mdot_hw*dt
m_Y(i) = m_Y_m(i)/mm
END DO
ELSE
! mass flow from mixing region into detonation
DO i=1,nspe_save
m_Y_m(i) = mix(ii)%Y(i)*fp_mix%rho*V_mix +
temp_Yman(i)*mdot_inj*dt - &
mix(ii)%Y(i)*mdot_hw*dt
m_Y(i) = m_Y_m(i)/mm
END DO
END IF

region
&

region
&

! determine the new propellant properties in the mixing region
cp_mix_old = fp_mix%h0x(ien_save)
qv_mix(ico_save) = mix(ii)%P
qv_mix(imb_save:ime_save) = 0
qv_mix(ien_save) = mix(ii)%T
qv_mix(isb_save:ise_save) = m_Y
call calFluidProperty(ddp,qv_mix,zero,pidx,fp_mix)
gamma_m = fp_mix%h0x(ien_save)/(fp_mix%h0x(ien_save)-qv_mix(ico_save)/&
(qv_mix(ien_save)*fp_mix%rho))
! new mixing region temperature
IF (mdot_hw <= 0.0_rfp) THEN
! mass flow into mixing region from detonation region
Tm = (mm_old*cp_mix_old*mix(ii)%T + &
mdot_inj*dt*fp_man%h0x(ien_save)*man(ii)%T - &
mdot_hw*dt*fp_det%h0x(ien_save)*Det_in(2))/(mm*fp_mix%h0x(ien_save))
ELSE
! mass flow from mixing region into detonation region
Tm = (mm_old*cp_mix_old*mix(ii)%T + &
mdot_inj*dt*fp_man%h0x(ien_save)*man(ii)%T - &
mdot_hw*dt*cp_mix_old*mix(ii)%T)/(mm*fp_mix%h0x(ien_save))
END IF
! new mixing region pressure
R = fp_mix%h0x(ien_save)-fp_mix%h0x(ien_save)/gamma_m
Pm = mm*R*Tm/V_mix
IF (output == 1) THEN
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det_save(ii)%m = fp_det%rho*V_det
mdot_s(ii)%inj = mdot_inj
mdot_s(ii)%hw = mdot_hw
mix(ii)%m = mm
mix(ii)%P = Pm
mix(ii)%T = Tm
mix(ii)%Y = m_Y
det_save(ii)%P = Det_in(1)
det_save(ii)%T = Det_in(2)
det_save(ii)%Y = Det_in(3:nspe_save+2)
END IF
IF (isnan(qv_mix(1))) THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'nan is mixing region'
STOP
END IF
END SUBROUTINE RDEMixingRegion
!====================================================================================
SUBROUTINE RDEProductGasRegion(ii,ddp,Det_in,mass_source_prod,&
mass_frac_source_prod,enthalpy_source_prod)
! calculates new product gas region state and product gas region source/sink
USE RDEDataStorage
USE GemsType
USE GemsState
IMPLICIT NONE
type(domain),pointer:: ddp
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: ii
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(2+nspe_save) :: Det_in
TYPE(fluid_property),save :: fp_det,fp_prod
REAL(rfp) :: gamma_p,gamma_d,cp_prod_old,mp_old,R
REAL(rfp) :: M_out,rho_out,T_out,P_out,mdot_out
REAL(rfp) :: M_h,rho_h,T_h,mdot_h
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(nspe_save) :: m_Y_p,dm_Y_d,Y_Y_d,p_Y
REAL(rfp) :: mp,Pp,Tp
REAL(rfp) :: P_p
INTEGER :: i
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(4+nspe_save) :: qv_det,qv_prod
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(nspe_save) :: mass_frac_source_prod
REAL(rfp) :: enthalpy_source_prod,mass_source_prod
logical,parameter :: pidx(pidx_size) = &
(/.true.,.true.,.false.,.false.,.false.,.true.,&
.false.,.true., .false.,.false.,.false.,.false./)
logical,save:: first_entry_fp_man = .true.
! calculate fluid properties in detonation/product gas region
if (first_entry_fp_man .eqv. .true.) then
first_entry_fp_man = .false.
call allocate_fp( ddp, fp_det )
call allocate_fp( ddp, fp_prod)
end if
if (any(Det_in(2:)<zero)) then
do i=1,nspe_save
Det_in(2+i) = max(Det_in(2+i),zero)
end do
endif
qv_det(ico_save) = Det_in(1)
qv_det(imb_save:ime_save) = 0
qv_det(ien_save) = Det_in(2)
qv_det(isb_save:ise_save) = Det_in(3:nspe_save+2)
call calFluidProperty(ddp,qv_det,zero,pidx,fp_det)
if (any(prod(ii)%Y<zero)) then
do i=1,nspe_save
prod(ii)%Y(i) = max(prod(ii)%Y(i),zero)
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end do
endif
qv_prod(ico_save) = prod(ii)%P
qv_prod(imb_save:ime_save) = 0
qv_prod(ien_save) = prod(ii)%T
qv_prod(isb_save:ise_save) = prod(ii)%Y
call calFluidProperty(ddp,qv_prod,zero,pidx,fp_prod)
! calculate fluid ratios of specific heat
gamma_d = fp_det%h0x(ien_save)/(fp_det%h0x(ien_save)-qv_det(ico_save)/&
(qv_det(ien_save)*fp_det%rho))
gamma_p = fp_prod%h0x(ien_save)/(fp_prod%h0x(ien_save)-qv_prod(ico_save)/&
(qv_prod(ien_save)*fp_prod%rho))
! calculate ejected propellant mass flow rate
! exit mach number
IF (Pb < prod(ii)%P) THEN
M_out = sqrt(((Pb/prod(ii)%P)**&
(-(gamma_p-1)/gamma_p)-1)*(2/(gamma_p-1)))
ELSE
M_out = 0
WRITE(*,*) 'Product Gas Region pressure has fallen below the Pb.'
WRITE(*,*) 'Pb = ',Pb
WRITE(*,*) 'P PGR = ', prod(ii)%P
STOP
END IF
IF (M_out > 1.0) THEN
M_out = 1.0
END IF
! density of the propellant ejected
rho_out = fp_prod%rho*(1+(gamma_p-1)/2*M_out**2)**(-1/(gamma_p-1))
! temperature of the propellant ejected
T_out = prod(ii)%T*(1+(gamma_p-1)/2*M_out**2)**(-1)
! pressure of the propellant ejected
P_out = prod(ii)%P*(1+(gamma_p-1)/2*M_out**2)**(-gamma_p/(gamma_p-1))
! mass flow rate ejected
mdot_out = rho_out*A_n*fp_prod%c*M_out
! Detonation-Product Gas boundary mass flow rate
IF (Det_in(1) > prod(ii)%P) THEN
! flow detonation -> product gas region
! mach number across the boundary
M_h = sqrt(((prod(ii)%P/Det_in(1))**&
(-(gamma_d-1)/gamma_d)-1)*(2/(gamma_d-1)))
IF (isnan(M_h)) THEN
M_h = 0
END IF
IF (M_h > 1.0) THEN
M_h = 1.0
END IF
! density of the propellant crossing the boundary
rho_h = fp_det%rho*(1+(gamma_d-1)/2*M_h**2)**(-1/(gamma_d-1))
! temperature of the propellant crossing the boundary
T_h = Det_in(2)*(1+(gamma_d-1)/2*M_h**2)**(-1)
! mass flow rate across the boundary
mdot_h = -rho_h*A_n*fp_det%c*M_h
ELSE
! state in each region is equal, no mass flow
mdot_h = 0.0
END IF
! determine the new mass in the product gas region
mp_old = fp_prod%rho*V_prod
mp = fp_prod%rho*V_prod - mdot_out*dt - mdot_h*dt
! determine the new mass of each species
DO i=1,nspe_save
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m_Y_p(i) = prod(ii)%Y(i)*fp_prod%rho*V_prod - &
prod(ii)%Y(i)*mdot_out*dt - &
Det_in(2+i)*mdot_h*dt
p_Y(i) = m_Y_p(i)/mp
END DO
! determine the new propellant properties in the product gas region
cp_prod_old = fp_prod%h0x(ien_save)
qv_prod(ico_save) = prod(ii)%P
qv_prod(imb_save:ime_save) = 0
qv_prod(ien_save) = prod(ii)%T
qv_prod(isb_save:ise_save) = p_Y
call calFluidProperty(ddp,qv_prod,zero,pidx,fp_prod)
gamma_p = fp_prod%h0x(ien_save)/(fp_prod%h0x(ien_save)-qv_prod(ico_save)/&
(qv_prod(ien_save)*fp_prod%rho))
! new temperature in the product gas region
Tp = (mp_old*cp_prod_old*prod(ii)%T - &
mdot_out*dt*cp_prod_old*prod(ii)%T - &
mdot_h*dt*fp_det%h0x(ien_save)*Det_in(2))/&
(mp*fp_prod%h0x(ien_save))
! new pressure in the product gas region
R = fp_prod%h0x(ien_save)-fp_prod%h0x(ien_save)/gamma_p
Pp = mp*R*Tp/V_prod
qv_prod(ico_save) = Pp
qv_prod(imb_save:ime_save) = 0
qv_prod(ien_save) = Tp
qv_prod(isb_save:ise_save) = p_Y
call calFluidProperty(ddp,qv_prod,zero,pidx,fp_prod)
IF (output == 1) THEN
mdot_s(ii)%exhaust = mdot_out
mdot_s(ii)%h = mdot_h
prod(ii)%m = mp
prod(ii)%P = Pp
prod(ii)%T = Tp
prod(ii)%Y = p_Y
END IF
! calculate the mass source term
mass_source_prod = mdot_h/V_det
mass_frac_source_prod = Det_in(3:nspe_save+2)
enthalpy_source_prod = fp_det%h0*mdot_h/V_det
END SUBROUTINE RDEProductGasRegion
!====================================================================================
SUBROUTINE RDEInjectorAssignment()
USE RDEDataStorage
USE GemsType
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL (rfp), ALLOCATABLE :: Inj_Index(:),Inj_Cells(:),Cell_InjAssignment(:)
REAL (rfp) :: base,remainder,taken,tracker
REAL (rfp) :: math_NumInj,math_ncells
INTEGER :: ii,jj,counter,temp,total
! change variable type for mathmatical operations
math_NumInj = num_inj
math_ncells = ncells
! initialize arrays to zeros
ALLOCATE(Inj_Index(num_inj),Inj_Cells(num_inj),Cell_InjAssignment(ncells))
! this array contains the cell number that the injector "connects" to
Inj_Index(:) = 0.0_rfp
! this array contains the number of cells assigned to each injector
Inj_Cells(:) = 0.0_rfp
! this array contains the injector assigned to each cell
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Cell_InjAssignment(:) = 0.0_rfp
! determine the number of cells assigned to each injector
base = floor(math_ncells/math_NumInj)

! determine the number of cells not yet assigned
remainder = mod(math_ncells,math_NumInj)
! allocate "base" number of cells to each injector (leaves remainder number
! of cells at end 0)
DO ii = 1,num_inj
counter = 0
DO
Cell_InjAssignment(base*(ii-1)+counter+1) = ii
counter = counter + 1
IF (counter == base) EXIT
END DO
END DO
! allocate remaining cells approximately evenly across array
DO
IF (Cell_InjAssignment(ncells) /= 0) EXIT
! if all cells are allocated exit the loop
! determine # of cells to be assigned to each targeted injector
IF (remainder == 1) THEN
! place single remaining cell in center of array
base = floor(math_ncells/2)
ELSE
base = floor(math_ncells/remainder)
END IF
! insert assigned cells into array
base = base + 1
tracker = base
DO
IF (tracker > math_ncells) EXIT
IF (Cell_InjAssignment(tracker) == 0) EXIT
DO ii=ncells-1,tracker,-1
Cell_InjAssignment(ii+1) = Cell_InjAssignment(ii)
END DO
tracker = tracker + base
END DO
! update the number of remaining un-assigned cells
taken = floor(math_ncells/base)
remainder = remainder - taken
END DO
! determine number of cells assigned to each injector
DO ii = 1,ncells
temp = Cell_InjAssignment(ii)
Inj_Cells(temp) = Inj_Cells(temp) + 1
END DO
! assign each injector to the middle of their assigned injector
! if even number of cells assign to cell "right of middle"
total = 0
DO ii = 1,num_inj
Inj_Index(ii) = total + floor(0.5*Inj_Cells(ii)) + 1
total = total + Inj_Cells(ii)
END DO
! assign each value to the %injector array of each cell
DO ii = 1,ncells
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mix(ii)%injector(1) = Cell_InjAssignment(ii)
END DO
DO ii = 1,ncells
mix(ii)%injector(2) = Inj_Index(mix(ii)%injector(1))
mix(ii)%injector(3) = Inj_Cells(mix(ii)%injector(1))
END DO
END SUBROUTINE RDEInjectorAssignment

!====================================================================================
SUBROUTINE RDEDataOutput
USE RDEDataStorage
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER :: fidin,fidin2,jj,temp_err,LEXIST
INTEGER,SAVE :: folder_check = 0
REAL(rfp) :: x,YArm,YArd,YArp
CHARACTER(len=1024) :: filename,filename2
CHARACTER(len=1024) :: format_string
IF (folder_check == 0) THEN
folder_check = 1
INQUIRE (DIRECTORY='./RDEResults/', EXIST=LEXIST)
IF(.NOT.LEXIST) THEN
CALL SYSTEM("mkdir RDEResults")
END IF
END IF
! wave tracking data file name
filename2 = 'RDEResults/RDE_restart_wvtrk.dat'
! current data output file name
format_string = "(A19,I6.6,A4)"
WRITE (filename,format_string) "RDEResults/rde_out_", itr,'.dat'
filename = trim(filename)
fidin = 1001
fidin2 = 1003
! open tracking data file and write single variables
OPEN(fidin2, FILE = filename2, STATUS='replace', ACTION='write', &
IOSTAT=temp_err)
WRITE(fidin2,1000) 'wv_speed = ', wv_speed
WRITE(fidin2,1100) 'wv_loc = ', wv_loc
WRITE(fidin2,1200) 'wv_trk : cell, location, iteration'
DO jj=1,1000
WRITE(fidin2,1300) jj,wv_trk(jj)%location,wv_trk(jj)%iteration
END DO
! open data output file
OPEN(fidin, FILE = filename, STATUS='replace', ACTION='write', &
IOSTAT=temp_err)
WRITE(fidin,100) 'variables=x,Pm,Tm,mm,Pp,Tp,mp,Pd,Td,md,m_inj, &
m_hw,m_h,m_out,YCH4m,YO2m,YCO2m,YH2Om,YArm,YCH4d,YO2d,YCO2d,&
YH2Od,YArd,YCH4p,YO2p,YCO2p,YH2Op,YArp'
WRITE(fidin,200) 'zone t="', t,'",i=', ncells

! loop through each cell and output data
DO jj=1,ncells
x = jj*dxn
YArm = 1-sum(mix(jj)%Y)
YArd = 1-sum(det_save(jj)%Y)
YArp = 1-sum(prod(jj)%Y)
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WRITE(fidin,300) x,mix(jj)%P,mix(jj)%T,mix(jj)%m,prod(jj)%P,&
prod(jj)%T,prod(jj)%m,det_save(jj)%P,det_save(jj)%T,&
det_save(jj)%m,mdot_s(jj)%inj,mdot_s(jj)%hw,mdot_s(jj)%h,&
mdot_s(jj)%exhaust,mix(jj)%Y(1),mix(jj)%Y(2),mix(jj)%Y(3),&
mix(jj)%Y(4),YArm,det_save(jj)%Y(1),det_save(jj)%Y(2),&
det_save(jj)%Y(3),det_save(jj)%Y(4),YArd,prod(jj)%Y(1),&
prod(jj)%Y(2),prod(jj)%Y(3),prod(jj)%Y(4),YArp
END DO
CLOSE(fidin)
CLOSE(fidin2)
100 FORMAT (1X,A143)
200 FORMAT (1X,A8,ES25.15,A4,I12)
300 FORMAT (29F27.16)
1000
1100
1200
1300

FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT

(A15,F27.16)
(A15,I7)
(A34)
(3I10)

END SUBROUTINE RDEDataOutput
!====================================================================================
SUBROUTINE RDERestart
USE RDEDataStorage
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER :: temp,temp_cell,fidin,fidin2,temp_err,jj,iostat,there
CHARACTER(len=1024) :: filename,format_string,temp_char
REAL(rfp) x,Yarm,Yard,YArp
IF (irestart == 1) THEN
! this is a restart case
! open the GEMS produced restart file
fidin = 1003
OPEN(fidin,file = 'RestartFiles/gemsma.restart', status='old',&
iostat=temp_err)
IF (iostat > 0) THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'Error in opening gemsma.restart file'
STOP
END IF
! read in which iteration the restart starts on
READ (fidin,100) temp, restart_index
restart_index = restart_index
itr = restart_index
CLOSE(fidin)
! open the RDE output file for the correct iteration
format_string = "(A19,I6.6,A4)"
WRITE (filename,format_string) "RDEResults/rde_out_", &
restart_index,'.dat'
filename = trim(filename)
fidin = 1005
OPEN(fidin,file = filename, status='old',iostat=temp_err)
IF (iostat > 0) THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'Error in opening rde_out_***.dat file for restart'
STOP
END IF
READ(fidin,*)
READ(fidin,*)
ELSEIF (irestart == 0 .AND. inputfile == 1) THEN
! this is an input file case
! open input file
fidin = 1007
OPEN(fidin,file = 'RDE_init.dat',status = 'old',iostat=temp_err)
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IF (iostat > 0) THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'Error in opening RDE_init.dat file'
STOP
END IF
READ(fidin,*)
READ(fidin,*)
END IF
! check if there is a wave tracking data file
INQUIRE(FILE = 'RDEResults/RDE_restart_wvtrk.dat', exist = there)
IF (there) THEN
! open the wave tracking data file and read in data
fidin2 = 1009
OPEN(fidin2,file = 'RDEResults/RDE_restart_wvtrk.dat', status='old',&
iostat=temp_err)
READ(fidin2,1000) temp_char, wv_speed
READ(fidin2,1100) temp_char, wv_loc
READ(fidin2,1200) temp_char
DO jj = 1,1000
READ(fidin2,1300) temp_cell,wv_trk(jj)%location,wv_trk(jj)%iteration
END DO
ELSE
! there is no wave tracking data file, initialize to zeros
DO jj=1,1000
wv_trk(jj)%location = 0
wv_trk(jj)%iteration = 0
END DO
END IF
DO jj=1,ncells
! read in data from input file or restart file
ALLOCATE(mix(jj)%Y(nspe_save),prod(jj)%Y(nspe_save),&
det_save(jj)%Y(nspe_save))
mix(jj)%injector = [0.,0.,0.]
READ(fidin,200) x,mix(jj)%P,mix(jj)%T,mix(jj)%m,prod(jj)%P,&
prod(jj)%T,prod(jj)%m,det_save(jj)%P,det_save(jj)%T,&
det_save(jj)%m,mdot_s(jj)%inj,mdot_s(jj)%hw,mdot_s(jj)%h,&
mdot_s(jj)%exhaust,mix(jj)%Y(1),mix(jj)%Y(2),mix(jj)%Y(3),&
mix(jj)%Y(4),YArm,det_save(jj)%Y(1),det_save(jj)%Y(2),&
det_save(jj)%Y(3),det_save(jj)%Y(4),YArd,prod(jj)%Y(1),&
prod(jj)%Y(2),prod(jj)%Y(3),prod(jj)%Y(4),YArp
END DO
CLOSE(fidin)
CLOSE(fidin2)
100 FORMAT (2I12)
200 FORMAT (29F27.16)
1000 FORMAT (A15,F27.16)
1100 FORMAT (A15,I7)
1200 FORMAT (A34)
1300 FORMAT (3I10)
END SUBROUTINE RDERestart
!====================================================================================
SUBROUTINE RDEWaveTracking
USE RDEDataStorage
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER :: ii, jj, max_grad_loc(1), array_index, d_cells, there,fidin,temp_err
INTEGER :: temp_index,max_pres_loc,max_grad_loc_init
INTEGER :: boundary, dc, temp_mxP,counter
INTEGER :: trigger = 0
REAL(rfp), DIMENSION(ncells) :: gradient,temp_grad
REAL(rfp) :: dc_wv,math_ncells
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CHARACTER(len=1024) :: filename
math_ncells = ncells
! set up a loop to determine the location of highest pressure gradient to
! determine wave location
DO ii = 1,ncells-1
gradient(ii) = (det_save(ii+1)%P - det_save(ii)%P)/dxn
END DO
! capture the gradient across the repeating boundary
gradient(ncells) = (det_save(1)%P - det_save(ncells)%P)/dxn
! reorder gradient array
temp_grad(1) = gradient(ncells)
DO ii = 1,ncells-1
temp_grad(ii+1) = gradient(ii)
END DO
DO ii = 1,ncells
gradient(ii) = temp_grad(ii)
END DO
! find the location of the largest gradient and assign it to the wave locaiton
max_grad_loc = MAXLOC(-gradient)
max_grad_loc_init = max_grad_loc(1)
boundary = max_grad_loc(1)
temp_mxP = 1
DO ii=2,ncells
IF (det_save(ii)%P > det_save(temp_mxP)%P) THEN
temp_mxP = ii
END IF
END DO
max_pres_loc = temp_mxP
dc = 12
trigger = 0
counter = 0
DO WHILE (trigger == 0)
IF (abs(max_pres_loc - boundary) < dc) THEN
! the max pressure gradient is near the peak pressure
! (ie at the detonation wave)
wv_loc = boundary
trigger = 1
ELSEIF((boundary < dc-1 .AND. max_pres_loc > ncells-dc+1) .OR. &
(boundary > ncells-dc+1 .AND. max_pres_loc < dc-1)) THEN
wv_loc = boundary
trigger = 1
ELSEIF (max_pres_loc > boundary) THEN
! the max pressure gradient is before the max pressure
max_grad_loc = MAXLOC(-gradient(boundary+1:ncells))
boundary = max_grad_loc(1)
ELSE
! the max pressure gradient is after the max pressure
max_grad_loc = MAXLOC(-gradient(1:boundary-2))
boundary = max_grad_loc(1)
END IF
counter = counter + 1
IF (counter > 50) THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'max_pres_loc = ',max_pres_loc
WRITE(*,*) 'max_grad_loc_init = ',max_grad_loc_init
STOP
END IF
END DO

IF (itr == 27) THEN
!
STOP
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END IF
! iterate through to find the first un-assigned variable in wv_trk and assign
! it the current values
DO ii = 1,1000
IF (wv_trk(ii)%iteration == 0) THEN
array_index = ii
wv_trk(ii)%iteration = itr
wv_trk(ii)%location = wv_loc
EXIT
END IF
END DO

! loop through wv_trk until the index of the current iteration
DO ii = 1,array_index
! check if new wave speed should be calculated
IF(wv_trk(ii)%location > wv_loc) THEN
! wave has crossed repeating boundary
! number of cells the wave has traversed in memory
d_cells = ncells - wv_trk(ii)%location + wv_loc
! if the correct number of cells have been crossed calculate wave speed
IF (d_cells .GE. 10) THEN
! calculate wave speed
wv_speed = d_cells*dxn/((itr - wv_trk(ii)%iteration)*dt)
! determine the index of the last saved value that 10 cells away
DO jj = ii,array_index
IF (wv_trk(jj)%location > wv_trk(ii)%location) THEN
temp_index = jj-1
EXIT
ELSEIF (jj .NE. 1) THEN
IF (wv_trk(jj)%location < wv_trk(jj-1)%location) THEN
temp_index = jj-1
EXIT
END IF
END IF
END DO
DO jj = temp_index,array_index
wv_trk(jj-temp_index+1)%location = wv_trk(jj+1)%location
wv_trk(jj-temp_index+1)%iteration = wv_trk(jj+1)%iteration
END DO
DO jj = (array_index-temp_index+1),array_index
wv_trk(jj)%location = 0
wv_trk(jj)%iteration = 0
END DO
EXIT
END IF
ELSE
! wave has not crossed repeating boundary
d_cells = wv_loc - wv_trk(ii)%location
IF (d_cells .GE. 10) THEN
! calculate wave speed
wv_speed = d_cells*dxn/((itr - wv_trk(ii)%iteration)*dt)
! determine the index of the last saved value that 10 cells away
DO jj = ii,array_index
IF (wv_trk(jj)%location > wv_trk(ii)%location) THEN
temp_index = jj-1
EXIT
END IF
END DO
DO jj = temp_index,array_index
wv_trk(jj-temp_index+1)%location = wv_trk(jj+1)%location
wv_trk(jj-temp_index+1)%iteration = wv_trk(jj+1)%iteration
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END DO
DO jj = (array_index-temp_index+1),array_index
wv_trk(jj)%location = 0
wv_trk(jj)%iteration = 0
END DO
EXIT
END IF
END IF
END DO

IF (mod(itr,file_output) == 0) THEN
filename = 'RDEResults/RDE_wvtrk.dat'
fidin = 1001
INQUIRE(FILE = filename, exist = there)
IF (there) THEN
OPEN(fidin, FILE = filename, STATUS='old', ACCESS='append', &
ACTION='write', IOSTAT=temp_err)
ELSE
OPEN(fidin, FILE = filename, STATUS='new', ACTION='write', &
IOSTAT=temp_err)
WRITE(fidin,100) 'variables= itr, wvspd, loc'
END IF
WRITE(fidin,200) itr,wv_speed,wv_loc
CLOSE(fidin)
END IF

100 FORMAT(A50)
200 FORMAT(I5,F8.0,I5)
END SUBROUTINE RDEWaveTracking
!====================================================================================
END MODULE RDEEngineFeatures
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RDE Lumped Parameter Data Storage

This module serves as data storage for all saved variables in the lumped parameter
domain.
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!************************************************************************************
! RDEDataStorage
!
Author: Jenna Humble
!
Date: 08/24/2017
!
Version: 3.2
!
Date: 06/15/2018
!
Changes: This version contains adds the variables necessary for wave
!
tracking.
!
!
Purpose:
!
This module saves all variables needed by RDEEngineFeatures.
!
!
Contains Routines:
!
!************************************************************************************
!************************************************************************************
MODULE RDEDataStorage
!************************************************************************************
USE GemsType
IMPLICIT NONE
SAVE
! Derived Data Type
TYPE :: cell_data
REAL(rfp) :: P
REAL(rfp) :: T
REAL(rfp) :: m
REAL(rfp),ALLOCATABLE :: Y(:)
REAL(rfp),DIMENSION(3) :: injector
END TYPE
TYPE :: manifold
REAL(rfp) :: P
REAL(rfp) :: T
INTEGER :: itr_save = -10000
REAL(rfp),ALLOCATABLE :: Y_inert(:),Y_ox(:),Y_full(:)
END TYPE
TYPE :: mdot
REAL(rfp) :: inj,hw,h,exhaust
END TYPE
TYPE :: wave
INTEGER :: location, iteration
END TYPE
! Saved Data
INTEGER :: nspe_save,ien_save,ico_save,imb_save
INTEGER :: ime_save,isb_save,ise_save
REAL(rfp) :: R_univ,Pb
! cell and injector numbers
INTEGER :: ncells,num_inj
REAL(rfp) :: dt_ox, dt_fuel
INTEGER :: ditr_ox, ditr_fuel
! geometry
REAL(rfp) :: ro,ri,hw,h,L
REAL(rfp) :: dxn
! areas and volumes
REAL(rfp) :: d_inj,A_inj,A_n,V_mix,V_det,V_prod
! cell data storage
TYPE(manifold), ALLOCATABLE :: man(:)
TYPE(cell_data), ALLOCATABLE :: mix(:)
TYPE(cell_data), ALLOCATABLE :: prod(:)
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TYPE(cell_data), ALLOCATABLE :: det_save(:)
TYPE(mdot), ALLOCATABLE :: mdot_s(:)
! time tracking
REAL(rfp) :: dt
REAL(rfp) :: t = 0
REAL(rfp) :: output = 0
REAL(rfp) :: last_ts_itr = 0
INTEGER :: itr = 1
INTEGER :: file_output = 1
INTEGER :: irestart, restart_index, inputfile
! wave tracking
TYPE(wave), ALLOCATABLE :: wv_trk(:)
REAL(rfp) :: wv_speed = 0.
INTEGER :: chem_offset = 100000
INTEGER :: wv_loc = 1
END MODULE RDEDataStorage

